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Dear Andy, 

I am so glad to know that you will be coming to Milwaukee on September 10th. The next week is free 

except that on Friday the 16th my cousin and his wife will be visiting us. Hence, we much look 

forward to seeing you during that week. 

Fond regards, 

Alfred | 

andrey_esaulenko wrote: 

Dear Alfred, 

| was happy to get your reply. 

It takes time to negotiate the visit to Aldrich with 

all the people we try to deal with. Together with Igor we 

are going to come to Milwaukee on 10-September, to leave 
/ on 17-Sept. 

So, | hope we have enough time to meet each other. 

When we will book our tickets | will let you know. 

Kind regards, 

Yours as always, | 

Andy 

| n---- Original Message ----- 
| From: Alfred Bader Fine Arts 

To: andrey_esaulenko 

Sent: Thursday, August 04, 2005 9:25 PM 

Subject: Re: My possible visit to Milwaukee this Autumn 

Dear Andy, | 

I am happy to know that you will be coming to Milwaukee in September or October. 

In September I will be here all month except for a trip to my Canadian university for my 60th 

reunion. I am leaving Milwaukee on September 21st and returning on September 25th. 

In October there are two major Jewish holidays, New Year's on October 4th and the Day of 

Atonement 

on October 13th. Also, I will be receiving an honorary doctorate from Simon Fraser University in 

Vancouver and we plan to leave Milwaukee on October Sth and will return on October 11th. 

We will probably fly to England at the very end of October. 

Please let me know when you are coming. 

Best wishes, 

Alfred 

8/10/2005 9:13 AM 



andrey_esaulenko wrote: 

Dear Alfred, dear Isabel, 

| do hope you are OK. 

Our (with Igor) business with Aldrich started several months ago. 

One compound ordered in April was delivered at mid of June. 

We got fist few orders in July. We think that the first products will 

be delivered early in September. So, slowly, step-by-step we have 

to establish new links with new people. But first we have to prove our abilities 

in 50-100 g scale. Thank you very much! You reanimated our business 

this time again! 

| (together with Igor) plan to visit Milwaukee this Autumn 

somewhere in September-October. 

Could you give me your schedule for this time? I'd like to meet 

you and Isabel again. 

Please, accept best regards from Szeged's friends prof.Joseph Andor and his wife Iren. 

They have been retired, nevertheless, are quite brave (Joseph still plays tennis two times 

a week). | talked with them in July. 

With the best wishes, 

Remain yours, 

Andy 

This message scanned for viruses by Corecomm 
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Your e-mail 

1 of 1 

Subject: Your e-mail 

Date: Wed, 05 Apr 2000 12:43:12 -0500 

From: Alfred Bader <baderfa@execpc.com> 
Organization: Alfred Bader Fine Arts 

To: Andrew Esaulenko <andrey_esaulenko@alsi.kiev.ua> 

Dear Andy, 

I am sorry that a trip to England has delayed my thanking you for your 

SaiteLl Cie Meiecian Silsie. 

I always thought very highly of Josef Pleil; he is hard working, very 

likeable and reliable. 

There have been some major changes at Sigma-Aldrich and I think these 

are generally for the better. 

We plan to be in England and on the continent from May 30th to July 

Aelia wa Wael imeem wives SG ico il easel ako WieclenlS stieom Wikis UY ee Wig is 

there any chance that we might Wechan BumooeweeOr do you have firm 

plans to come to Milwaukee in August? We would love to see you. 

With fond regards from Isabel and myself I remain 

Yours sincerely, 

Alfred Bader 

4/5/00 12:43 PM 





My visit to Vienna and Munich 

4 

Subject: My visit to Vienna and Munich 

Date: Fr, 31 Mar 2000 13:34:50 +0300 

From: "Andrey Esaulenko" <andrey_esaulenko@alsi.kiev.ua> 
Organization: ALSI 

To: "Alfred Bader" <baderfa@execpc.com> 

Dear Alfred, 

I hope, both you and Isabel are OK. 

I was in Vienna at the beginning of March 

eine) sive! OMS iouefoe. alia el Inoieell meee soul 

lovely Praterstasse. 

Unfortunately, it was a business visit and I 

could not see too much. There were few 

very important meetings in Vienna with 

Alex Vedenin, who my colleague 

who run the same type of company in Russia. 

I lived two days in Seading - small village 

100 km South of Vienna at Hans-Peter Schiefer 
(my HP boss) home. Hans-Peter organized 

EOQUGILS OF MESES sings as welll. 

Arter 4 days in Austria, we went together 

to Waldbronn (Hewlett-Packard, now Agilent 

plant of analytical equipment near Karsruhe) 

by car for one week training. 

= 
Then, together with Tatyana Rubanets, 

who had visited you in Milwaukee, we came 

to Oberhaching to Sigma-Aldrich Chemie. 

It was a hard time to me, because — had hot a cold, 

but the meeting was very important. 

We spoke to the new people (for us): 

Josef Pleil, Christoph Zimmermann and Richard Martin. 
I was pleased that Josef who stay with Sigma-Aldrcih 

tou 15 Wes ws Garry you Ylereer co Cacmisis’” ana 

has valet! She Gave) hls) bese wegards Eo you. 

The £esules Ob GUL Meeting abe very Serious Lor US, 

because they oriented us in different strategy in sales. 
But I'm very happy to meet with real profi in Sigma-Aldrich 

business in Germany who become our supervisors now. 

Best personal regards to you and Isabel, 

Samcezeliy, 

Andy 

1 of | 
3/31/00 9:09 AM 
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Dear Andy, 

As I said in my last e-mail, we will be in Virginia from the 17th to the 22nd of October, but in 

Milwaukee and free from October 23rd to 25th. It will be great to see you then. 

Best wishes, 

Alfred 

Andrey Esaulenko wrote: 

Dear Alfred, 

Many thanks for your reply. 

It means, first of all that both you and Isabel are OK! 

I can come to Milwaukee to visit you between October 23rd and 25th 

_ if you don't mind. Bob will be out of the city, but we use this time to 

change our "internal watches" to Milwaukee time. So, if we come 

on 21-October I will have a time to meet you the week before my meeting 

with Bob. 
Please, tell me is my plan fitted to yours? 

_ Best personal regards, 

| Sincerely, 

Andy 

— Original Message ----- 

_ From: Bader Fine Arts <baderfa@execpce.com> 
To: Andrey Esaulenko <andrey_esaulenko@alsi.kiev.ua> 

Sent: Thursday, September 06, 2001 1:01 AM 

Subject: Re: My visit to Milwaukee 

> Dear Andy, 
| > 

> It will be great to see you at the end of October but we may not have as 

> much time as we would really like to have. 
> 

> We are flying to England the afternoon of October 31st and between the 

> 26th and 29th of October we will have four very old friends visiting us, 
> about whom you can read in my autobiography. One is Bert van Deun, who 

> started Aldrich-Europe, who is really not well but would like to make 

> what will be his last visit to Milwaukee. The other couple coming is 

> Professor & Dr. Christian Noe, the brilliant medicinal chemist from 

| > Vienna. 
lees 

> Of course, no matter when you come we will have a few hours for you, but 

> our guest rooms may be taken. If, on the other hand, you could come 

> between October 23rd and 25th we are quite free, though from the 17th to 

> the 22nd of October I have been invited to give lectures at a university 

| > in Virginia. 
| 2 

_ >I1am mailing copies of your e-mails to me and of mine to you to Bob 

9/6/01 12:08 PM 





> Wandler. 
> 

> With fond regards as always, 

> Alfred Bader 
= 
> 
> 

> Andrey Esaulenko wrote: 
> 

> > Dear Alfred, 
oe 

> > The Summer passed, you was out of Milwaukee, 

>> me - out of Kiev. I'm OK, I do hope both you and Isabel are OK too. 
SS 

>> I'm going to come to Milwaukee within 26-October - 10 November 

>> to visit you and Bob Wandler. To Bob - with business deals, to you 

>> and Isabel - with pleasure as always. 
Se 

> > Please, tell me you schedule for the nearest few months. Is the term 

> >I mentioned above is fitted to your plans. I can shift it. 
—— 

>> I'm going to come with Igor Miroshnichenko (you know him for previous 

>> visits) who is doing the most part of the job with Bob. 
Sy 

> > Looking forward to your reply, 

> > Best personal regards to you and Isabel, 

> > Sincerely 

>> Andy 
> 

file:///Untitled 
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Re: My visét to Milwaukee 

1 of 2 

Subject: Re: My visit to Milwaukee 

Date: Thu, 6 Sep 2001 18:38:57 +0300 
From: "Andrey Esaulenko" <andrey_esaulenko@alsi.kiev.ua> 

Organization: ALSI 

To: "Bader Fine Arts" <baderfa@execpc.com> 
CC: "Anatoly Daskal" <USAALSI@aol.com> 

Dear Alfred, 

Mamie Elia mise Oia OUremiscollaye. 
Ie Megas, eaiesic Ox aiid, ‘elmeie Ot you aime Tseloeill aire OK" 

I can come to Milwaukee to visit you between October 23rd and 25th 

ia you clomic imine, Bole wall Iss oulc Of aS Cie, loc We WSS MLS wane cS 

change our "internal watches" to Milwaukee time. So, if we come 

on 21-October I will have a time to meet you the week before my meeting 

with Bob. 

Please Ec mie mess w my OlkannleECCmEOnm VOUIgSe 

Best personal regards, 

SwiMoS@ioe ly, 

Andy 

Bas Ocala Melsisialg 
From: Bader Fine Arts <baderfa@execpc. com> 

To: Andrey Esaulenko <andrey esaulenko@alsi.kiev.ua> 

Sent: Thursday, September 06, 2001 1:01 AM 

Subject: Re: My visit to Milwaukee 

> Dear Andy, 

> 
> It will be great to see you at the end of October but we may not have as 

> much time as we would really like to have. 

> 

> We are flying to England the afternoon of October 31st and between the 

Se 26En end 20 bho IOGLOber Wel Wwilhl have GOUG NVEelay VOl CMG Hen S sy sSiit lin OS, 

> about whom you can read in my autobiography. One is Bert van Deun, who 

> started Aldrich-Europe, who is really not well but would like to make 

> what will be his last visite to Milwaukee. The other couple coming 1s 

> Professor & Dr. Christian Noe, the brilliant medicinal chemist from 

> Vienna. 

> 
> Of course, no matter when you come we will have a few hours for you, but 

> our guest rooms may be taken. ia OnE le NO mIeG MAAnC mn OUImCOUs.C eEOme 

> between October 23rd and 25th we are quite free, though from the 17th to 

> the 22nd of October ff have beem imvited Go give lectures at a Unzversacy 

SS ap Walieopimst et 

> 
> I am mailing copies of your e-mails to me and of mine to you to Bob 

> Wandler. 

> 
> With fond regards as always, 

> Alfred Bader 

= 

> 

> 

> Andrey Esaulenko wrote: 

> 

> > Dear Alfred, 

2) > 

> > The Summer passed, you was out of Milwaukee, 

SS me = ove or Kiev, 1m OK, IF Clo In@@ees lookin sywoul alae! Isai elise ON ice 

9/6/01 11:58 AM 





Re: My visat to Milwaukee 

NWN N/a NV NIN N/V NY 

We We NE NE OYE NPN NR NV OWE NONE NYS) 

I'm going to come to Milwaukee within 26-October - 10 November 

CO) Visa vou and Bobby Wandleny Tol BOb > wien business deals; (co you 

and Isabel - with pleasure as always. 

Please, tell me you schedule for the nearest few months. Is the term 

i WAMEtOMeaC! MOOV as willeeae! wo sou jolkeins, i sua Slnsase alie, 

I'm going to come with Igor Miroshnichenko (you know him for previous 

VES ES) OMS CONIC Maem OS am Caine Ola ee OO™ Wal ennys OO). 

hooking forward CoO your reply, 

Best personal regards to you and Isabel, 

Sincerely 

Andy 

9/6/01 11:59 AM 





Re: Our visit to Milwaukee at the end of October #2 
- 

Subject: Re: Our visit to Milwaukee at the end of October #2 

Date: Fri, 31 Aug 2001 11:13:14 +0300 
From: "Andrey Esaulenko" <andrey_esaulenko(@alsi.kiev.ua> 

Organization: ALSI 

To: <bwandler@sial.com> 
CC: "Anatoly Daskal" <USAALSI@aol.com>, "Alfred Bader" <baderfa@execpce.com> 

Dear Bob, 

Thank you for your prompt reply, 

OK, swe! cam correct oum visit saeconding ly your 

plans to meet you on 29-October. Nevertheless 
please, send me the letter of invitation to Igor Miroshnichenko 

to ALSI ltd. address (see below) ASAP. If you put 

Me eam OF wage Veiaee 1S=Oecoldee,.. you will quiws us 

MOsenflexibmltEya tO mabrangemour ss ughte Eleke ws. 

Best regards, 

Andrey 

P.S. Dear Alfred! 
I found that the mails I have sent to Bob 

are cut sometimes, so, may I ask you to re-send this mail from you 

to Bob once again? Thank you in advance. 

==o55 Oiweiepinell MOSSACIE SoSS= 
From: <bwandler@sial.com> 
To: Andrey Esaulenko <andrey_ esaulenko@alsi.kiev.ua> 
Sentrmuuhunscaly AUC USicus Oa OU1REGie2 Sane uM 

Subject: Re: Our visit to Milwaukee at the end of October 

Andy 

Anne and I are gone from Oct.23rd until the 28th. What dates are you 

looking for. 

take care 

bob 

"Andrey Esaulenko"” <andrey_ esaulenko@alsi.kiev.ua> on 08/30/2001 09:03:54 

AM 

KOS "Bob E. Wandler" <bwandler@sial.com> 

CEE "Alfred Bader" <baderfa@execpc. com> 

Subject: Our visit to Milwaukee at the end of October 

we Wwe wy Ww WW OW Ww Ww WY Ww WY SY WW Wh O'S NON NN 

Dear Bob, 

Together with Igor Miroshnichenko, who is collecting samples 

and provides their quality control, we are going to visit you within 

15-October - 15 November for one week. 

We are going to discuss the results of our work in 2001 (quality and variety 

of the samples) 

and our prospects for 2002. 

I still have my visa to USA, Igor has not. 

So, May I ask you to send a letter of invitation from Aldrcih Chemical 

8/31/01 9:04 AM 





Re: Our visit to Milwaukee at the end of October #2 
dl 

< 

Company 

to IGOR MIROSHNICHENKO who is employer 
of ALSI Ltd (str. Shovkunenko 8/20, ap.51, 03049, Kiev, Ukraine) 

Since 15-October. 
The letter should be advertised to USA Embassy in Kiev, Ukraine. 

Of course, I would like to meet with Alfred Bader this time. 

Best personal regards, 

Sincerely, 

Andrey 

> of 2 
8/31/01 9:05 AM 

Co) 





_ David Bader - Our visit to Milwaukee at the end of October as ir” Page 1 

From: "Andrey Esaulenko" <andrey_esaulenko@alsi.kiev.ua> 
To: "Bob E. Wandler" <bwandler@sial.com> 
Date: 8/30/01 10:03AM 
Subject: Our visit to Milwaukee at the end of October 

Dear Bob, 

Together with Igor Miroshnichenko, who is collecting samples 
and provides their quality control, we are going to visit you within 
15-October - 15 November for one week. 
We are going to discuss the results of our work in 2001 (quality and variety 
of the samples) 
and our prospects for 2002. 
| still have my visa to USA, Igor has not. 
So, May | ask you to send a letter of invitation from Aldrcih Chemical 
Company 
to |GOR MIROSHNICHENKO who is employer 
of ALS! Ltd (str. Shovkunenko 8/20, ap.51, 03049, Kiev, Ukraine) 
since 15-October. 
The letter should be advertised to USA Embassy in Kiev, Ukraine. 

Of course, | would like to meet with Alfred Bader this time. 

Best personal regards, 
Sincerely, 

Andrey 

CC: "Alfred Bader" <baderfa@execpc.com> 





JPEG smage 467x700 pixels 
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Subject: Happy birthday! 

Date: Sat, 28 Apr 2001 13:21:43 +0300 

From: "Andrey Esaulenko" <andrey_esaulenko@alsi.kiev.ua> 

Organization: ALSI 

To: "Alfred Bader" <baderfa@execpc.com> 

Dear Alfred, 

You know that you is one of the most important 

Persons Amemy~ tte. Mised to. chink abouemEehus OLicoumsie, 

your advises were very valuable for me and our company. 

Of course, you helped me in many points. Many thanks for this! 

i INE WSIS WOidewic Wowie ielals, Iie yS SENS IDMINMCA Isla: 

But an your Bartnday © would like to stress on the much less evident 

role of yours. In a nut shell one may formulate it as: 

ALFRED SIMPLY SHOWED ME ANOTHER WAY OF LIFE AS 

A SELF-EMPLOYED PERSON. 

Most of the people don't know their own talents or qualities. I mean, 
they are potentially able to do something, but they don't know that they 

are really able to do this. Sometimes a person meets a people which 

provoke to discover his(her) abilities or quallatieres® 

You are such person in my life who showed and encouraged me to 

try to be self-employed. I think it was not your target to help me to 

"discover" my “abilities”. You) did it indirectly, you simply showed me 

your life in very frank manner. 
SO, I'M VERY THANKFUL FOR YOU THAT YOU ARE 

LIVING AS YOU LIVE! PLEASE, CONTINUE AS LONG AS 

WILL BE POSSIBLE! If you need my help, you may reply. 25 

I wish you, Isabel, you sons and grand-sons sound health, prosperity 

and happiness! 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU, ALFRED! 

Sincerely, 

Andy 

P.S. It is my daughter when she was 3 moths old. Now she 

is more then 6 months! This photo is not the latest, but most 

lovely one. 

4/30/01 9:31 AM 
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My visit to Milwaukee 

1 of 1 

Subject: My visit to 

Date: Thu, 19 Oct 

Milwaukee 

2000 10:54:08 +0300 

From: "Andrey Esaulenko" <andrey_esaulenko@alsi.kiev.ua> 

Organization: ALSI 

To: <baderfa@execpc.com> 

Dear Alfred, 

Finally we manage the date or our arrival to Milwaukee. 

The major obstacle was 

We were panned to stay 

British Embassy in Kiev. 

one 40 hours in London to 

Siteseen. And asked for tramsit visa. They asked about tne 
additional documents about our income, about a sponsor in UK, 

etc. 1 tried to explain Wan very quiet and polite form) that we 

are looking for transit visa on the way to USA. The Embassy Oilsnae ene 

was so rude, she even did not allow me to finish the PASE 

sentence as a reply. The same fate was with other few sentences 

iP erateCuneOucsi aan (ise auulay ask, like: af we will neduce’ cur stay for 

18 hours, we need a visa to go from Gatwick to Hithrow AULIG DOWIE) « 

She had no time to listen. We had to write letter that we cancel 

our request for the visa. 

So, I have got one more confirmation that 

people all over the world are the same. 

Our schedule is the following: 25-October we are going to 

arrive to O'Hare and on 1-November - to leave to Los Angeles 

to come back to Milwaukee on 9-November to see Bob once 

again. 

I'm very sorry that we Wililenot able: tomspendmweme Usadbelswbimetnday 

with you, but I hope we will have enough time to for conversation 

before. 

Looking forward to meet you and Isabel! 

Best regards, 

Andy 

10/19/00 9:25 AM 





Your e-may 

Subject: Your e-mail 
Date: Mon, 23 Oct 2000 20:09:04 +0300 

From: "Andrey Esaulenko" <andrey_esaulenko@alsi.kiev.ua> 

Organization: ALSI 
To: "Alfred Bader Fine Arts" <baderfa@execpc.com> 

Dear Alfred, 

Thank you for your e-mail. I understand 
you hint about the gifts. It 1s an old habit, 

and I'm not sure if I can keep away from 

gifts at all. But det's see, may be 2 will be SUCCESS Siu eens merme 

Anyhow the day after tomorrow I will start to Milwaukee 

together with Tatyana to see you and Isabel. 

Please, find enclosed the overview of our activity with 

Aldrich within last 10 years! Yes, 10 years ago this business 

started owing to your kind help. This message I'm sending to Bob 

as well. It would be fine if you find a time to read it, but as you 

may guess this is not the reason why I WOUlG MENS MEOnSCom yon 

and Isabel again. 

Looking forward to meet you soon. 

Best personal regards, 

Suimncersseray7, 

Andrey 

SSS== Oieaiepuneul MESSacge ~Ss>= 

From: Alfred Bader Fine Arts <baderfa@execpc. com> 

To: Andrew Esaulenko <andrey_ esaulenko@alsi.kiev.ua> 

Sent: Monday, October 23, 2000 5S S10) EN 

Subject: (no subject) 

FAX FROM: 

Dr. Alfred Bader 

924 East Juneau Avenue 

Astor Hotel -Suite 622 

Milwaukee, WI 53202 

Ph: (ALA) 2PYUTAOTSO 

pes (AIA) 277-0109 

www.alfredbader.com 

e-mail:  baderfa@execpc.com 

A Chemist Helping Chemists 

October 207 2000 

TO: Andrey Esaulenko Pages On aan 

RAK #7 O11-38-044=413-6041 

Dear Andy, 

As you say, there are rude people all over the world, even alin IBueT EIS 

embassies. 

Ww Ww WE WR WY SY ON We WN WSS NNW SP NN NONE NY Next time you wish to come via England, perhaps the attached letter 

10/23/00 12:35 PM 





Your e-mail 

which I will be able to update whenever you want, might be helpful. 

We so look forward to seeing you in Milwaukee and I would suggest that 

you spend Sunday evening, October 29th, in our house. JI could pick you 

up at the Holiday Inn on Sunday morning and have a delightful afternoon 

and evening with you and the next day take you back to your discussions 

with Aldrich. 

But please do me one favor: in the past you have always brought us 

elaborate gifts. Please don't, as being with you is such a gift anyway. 

With. bond "regands  — remaan 

Yours sinierely, 

Alfred Bader 

AB/az 

vine. 

Ww WY NP Xe XG NO SY SY MON SON NNO MOI 

Name: 018 Bob_letter.doc 

1018 Bob_letter.doc Type: Winword File (application/msword) 
Encoding: x-uuencode vax 
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10 years cooperation with Aldrich on Rare Chemicals Business. 

A glance from Kiev. 

We started our cooperation with Aldrich in 1990. We established ALSI in 1994 as a 

Rare Chemicals Library (RCL) supplier. On the other hand, ALSI started to act as re- 

seller of Sigma-Aldrich chemicals in Ukraine since 1996. 

We were pioneers in former USSR of such kind of business. At that times we were 

able to supply RCL with hundreds of samples per year. At the moment ALSI is able to 

ship 1 - 1,5 thousand samples per month. Within the last decade we work hard to 

elevate the quality of our job. All the samples of organic compounds of different types 

we offer have NMR-confirmation of their structures and purity. 

Have been focused on long-term relations, ALSI became a reliable Rare Chemicals 

supplier of Aldrich. We can say that our interests are coincided with Sigma-Aldrich 

ones. 

The long history of our relations allows us to feel the trends, from our point of view, 

of the business development and to make some conclusions. 

Within 90-th there were three type of partners doing this business: 

1) The Suppliers (or, actually manufacturers) - labs and chemists who produce 

Rare Chemicals in small amounts 100 - 2000 mg. 

2) The Resellers, like Aldrich, Specs, Janssen, Labotest etc. 

3) The Consumers of the samples, like DuPont, Monsanto, Rhon Poulenk, Acros 

Chemica, American Cyanamid, Bayer, Ciba (Novartis) etc who has focused their activity 

on purchasing Rare Chemicals and screening them. 

There were two options of cooperation: Suppliers ----Resellers ----- Consumers or 

Suppliers ---- Consumers 

At the first part of 90-th the most of the Resellers and Consumers asked first for 

the lists of the compounds offered by Suppliers. After selection, they used to make the 

orders of 0,1-1,0 g of the samples. The main drawback of such approach was long term 

(3-12 month) of the getting approval for purchasing. The number of the supplied 

compounds was not very high. Such approach made the cooperation not very attractive 

for the chemists (Suppliers). Many of the orders could not be fulfilled because of the 

starvation of the starting chemicals. On the other hand, producing new chemicals “on 





stock” was very risky, because synthetic chemists were not assured that the stock would 

be sold. 

At that times (up to 1998-99) the approach of Aldrich in cooperation with ALSI gave 

us a big advantage against competitors. Following to such plan, ALSI made a minimal 

pre-selection within 1-10 days to purchase a list of the compounds offered by the 

Suppliers, according to the Aldrich’s demands. 

ALSI organized the preliminary checking of sample quality, based on their m.p. and 

NMR and TLC. This situation allowed our own mini-market of Suppliers to learn the 

“tests” of Aldrich. Actually the Suppliers become more and more oriented for the 

Aldrich’s demands. They were assured that the compounds they can produce would be 

purchased. 

This scheme based on trust relations with ALSI, which acted as a pre-filter was the 

key-factor of Aldrich success in 90-th. 

But at the end of 90-th the structure of this business started to change. The big 

Suppliers have established the long-term relations with Consumers. Suppliers 

become financially strong. This allowed them to start to work as the Resellers according 

to the same scheme, which used to practice Aldrich with ALSI. This means to purchase 

the samples on stock. Since the end of 90-th Resellers became more and more strong 

competitors to Aldrich, offering to the Consumers databases of well-checked and 

ready-to-sell samples. It was very attractive from the labs-Suppliers point of view, 

because the Resellers purchased 100% of the synthesized samples. The Resellers’s 

risk to purchase a sample “for future offer” become less and less, because they realized 

that any sample they produce will be purchased sooner or later. Moreover they can sell 

a sample more then once. The success of the Resellers at the end of 90-th was the 

reason of their growth. Among the biggest Russian Resellers are: Indo (Moscow), 

Contract-Service (Moscow, Mr.  A.V.Ivashchenko), AsinEx.Ltd (Moscow, 

Mr.Kirpichenok). 

Another influence-factor for the business was the elevating of the prime cost of the 

samples. At the beginning of 90-th synthetic work of the Suppliers was based on quite 

restricted rank of chemicals, but they actually were free of charge. So, the prime cost 

was determined by the man-hours. Combination of comparatively low level of average 

salary in CIS countries at no competitive conditions (week Resellers), allowed to offer 

quite inexpensive samples. The situation become change since the mid of 90-th. Actual 

decay of Soviet chemical industry, forced to the Suppliers to address to the Western 

manufacturers like Aldrich, Merk, Janssen etc. This dramatically elevates the prime 





cost of a sample. To produce on stock without guarantee of further selling become more 

and more risky. On the other hand, more and more Resellers come to the market. This 

also made contribution to samples purchasing prices growth. 

This was the reason of the elevation of the purchasing prices, which paid ALSI to 

the Suppliers, and purchasing prices, which paid by Sigma-Aldrich. These are the 

reasons of the level of purchasing prices now. 

Certain level of distrust to Russian firms in American market was a kind of “kinetic” 

and temporal factor, which did not allow the Russian Resellers compete with Aldrcih in 

96-99. But at the end of 90-th, the situation has been changed. The biggest Resellers 

started to found their firms in USA and Europe. “ChemDiv” (= Russian “Contact 

Service”) and “Chem Bridge” (= Russian Indo) located in San Diego. According to our 

information they have not more then 10 employers, but the official income of ChemDiv 

in 1999 was 4,3M$. Last times they started to officially invite well-qualified chemists from 

Russia and Wkraine to WSA. They become well known in WSA owing to active 

marketing, internet advertisements, they become sponsors and organizers of scientific 

seminars and conferences in Russia and Wkraine to attract and involve more and more 

new labs for cooperation. 

Last times Resellers used combination of money and starting chemicals offers at 

reasonable prices as a payment for the Rare Chemical samples. 

One of the most powerful factors, which made an influence on our business, was 

combinatorial chemistry and new methods of bio-screening development. As a result - 

the Consumers dramatically reduced the amount of the samples to be ordered. Typical 

order now contains thousands of 1-5 mg samples. This trend leads Consumers to the 

Resellers, which have huge data bases who can offer ready-to-sell samples from stock. 

lt was the impact to Resellers to increase their ready-to-sell databases. According to 

the information we have got from different Suppliers, the Resellers used to purchase 

the entire ranks of relative compounds now. On the other hand their selection become 

as wide as Aldrich’s one. 

Now some words about our job. The major priority of ALSI is to follow to the world 

market trends and to supply Aldrich with the samples of best quality. For many years 

we use PC-database treatment of any sample we were offered. We compare any new 

sample structure with both RCL and Aldrich databases. This allowed us completely 

exclude duplicates, on the other hand we supply Aldrich with duplicates of more then 

1g, according to our agreement. Since this year we offer the samples with NMR (300- 

350 MHz) spectra in electronic form which confirm their both structure and purity (more 





then 95%) correspondence. Our standard parcel now contains samples, CD with NMR- 

Spectra, and database of structures. 

The major drawback and uncertain point in our job is our approach for the sample 

selection. 

The base principles we use for selection: 

e Aldrich, Sigma, Fluka - catalogue compounds are excluded. We also 

reject the samples which can be obtain within one simple stage from catalogue’s 

ones. 

e RCL containing compounds can be accepted in amount more then 1 g. 

e Any liquids and coordination compounds (metal containing) are excluded. 

We try to avoid any gygroscopic and compounds with low melting point. 

We prefer: 

e Heterocyclic compounds and their derivatives. 

e Rather complex compounds with open functional groups 

e Any complex compounds with complex structure 

We would like to draw attention that there are two additional and very important 

factors help us to make selection: 

1. We cooperate with labs, which are Suppliers of other Resellers or 

Consumers. So, we deal with the samples, which have been selected by other 

Resellers. 

2. The Suppliers made their own pre-selection based on the modern trends 

in bio-chemistry. As it was mentioned above, prime cost of a sample become high, 

so the Suppliers produce the samples which they can sell. 

Thus, the “not-to-be-sold-at-all samples” quota in the samples we are selling to 

Aldrich is quite small. 

When selected the samples, we faced with two opposite trends: fist one is necessity 

of variety of types of organic compounds, the opposite one is to have long ranks of the 

relative compounds to allow to Consumers to investigate their properties more deeply. 

It is very difficult to evaluate what trend is more preferable for Aldrich position on the 

market. We think that to purchase the entire ranks of few, even active compounds, is 

less preferable, because this leads to “nauperization” of assortment of Aldrich RCL data 

base. This reduces probability of the new prospective classes of active compounds 

discovery, and reduce the number of potential Consumers interested in RCL. 





As soon as the Consumers are located outside of Wkraine, it is difficult, or even 

impossible to us to follow for the modern trends of screening. We can only evaluate 

them via the orders done by other Resellers and Consumers. 

There is very popular opinion among the chemists that any forecasts in this field are 

too far away from reality. Almost everybody can give the cases of great interest of 

Consumers to relatively simple compounds. They sometimes even offer the higher 

price for such compounds. 

We are working with Aldrich since 1990. We offered several times to supply both 

other Resellers (Specs, Biospecs in 1994) and Consumers (Ron Poulenk, DuPont), 

but we have not accept their offers, because we link with many Aldrich people also by 

personal relations. We are selling Sigma-Aldrich products in Ukraine and are working 

continuously on the sales volume increasing. We wish health the Sigma-Aldrich 

Corporation and would like to be a reliable partner in future. 

From our point of view, the major item, which can improve our business, is our 

access to “on-line” information about the trends and preferences of the small samples 

market. This will allow us to make pre-selection of samples more reliable and it can 

increase the sales volume of RCL department. 

May be this overview is not comprehensive, but we do hope you can correct and 

add some important points in conversation with Andrey. 

Chemist collector of 
Rare Chemical Samples Igor Miroshnichenko 

(Kiev, Oct.2000) 

Executive director of ALS! Taras ILKIUN 

General Manager 
of ALSI Corporation Andrey Esaulenko 

(Kiev, Oct.2000) 





My visit to Milwaukee at the very end of October 
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Subject: My visit to Milwaukee at the very end of October 

Date: Tue, 19 Sep 2000 11:21:45 +0300 
From: "Andrey Esaulenko" <andrey_esaulenko@alsi.kiev.ua> 

Organization: ALSI 

To: <baderfa@execpc.com> 
CC: "Anatoly Daskal" <USAALSI@aol.com> 

Dear Alfred, 

I'm going to come to Milwaukee to meet with you 

using a good excuse to talk te« levy ne eveley seKONe settled 

Vice Ove Me nowem temas lalmioc 28 of October 4 To meet 
you between my arrival and your departure to Europe. 

I'm going to come with my colleague on HP-business 

Mrs.Tatiana Pankratyeva (another Tatiana, you have not met) 

who is going to come to her friend in Los Angeles for one 

week vacation. 

I do hope nothing will be changed and we can celebrate 

Isabel's Birthday together and I can see you off as well. 

As soon as I will get more information I will let you know. 

Looking forward to meet you and Isabel. 

Best personal regards, 

Samecencelky, 

Andy 

P.S. hast week I was in Odessa for business trip. What a pity, 

that we failed to meet with Daniel! 

SSS Original Mesisag a= 
From: Alfred Bader <baderfa@execpc.com> 
To: Andrey Esaulenko <andrey esaulenko@alsi.kiev.ua> 

Sent; Tuesday, Sepeember 12, 2000 9732 PM 

Subject: Re: Daniel Bader visit to Kiev FAL LSC! 

Dear Andy, 

I had dinner yesterday evening with Chris Hewitt and Bob Wandler (who 

incidentally is leaving for holiday at the Australia Olympics next 

unday) . 

I had misunderstood Bob, thinking that he had said that you had sent many 

duplicate compounds. 

wy YW Ww Ne eR Ww WY WW 

V Actually, Bob did not mention any duplicates when I inquired in detail, 

but 

> stressed that you have sent thousands of compounds and that many of these 

are 

> very uninteresting and simply do not gali, Hie BUS@ Selle) ice icliowe wee 

large 

> shipment on the way now which he has not authorized. I asked him whether 

he 

> would pay for that -- his answer was pingie Ine es c@ iclaaiimic Bootle es HP 

suggested 

> that he consider paying for it, but over a period of time. 

9/19/00 9:26 AM 





My visit to Milwaukee at the very end of October 

; = 

> In any case, clearly it is important that you come to Milwaukee to CES CUS 

aut al 
> this with the people at Aldrich. 

As you know, we hope that you can come in October while we are sied Ii INeIeS 

Please don't shoot the messenger! 

Fond regards as always, 

Alfred 

Andrey Esaulenko wrote: 

Dean Almned, 

i tame to Cog facie © mee you sn my Unie, closjomce 

of a great distance in km, age, experience etc. between us. 

I'm missing you and Isabel. I will do my best to come at the 

very end of October to met you again. May be we will meet with 

Daniel as well. 

Our business with Bob stopped, because we can supply him with 

much more samples then he can sell. But he said: "stop" when we already 

sent him 5-6 thousands of the compounds. It is not a disaster. Now we 

e 

to wait when Aldrich will pay us at least half of the samples. It is an 

objective 

situation, quite predictable, even ordinary one, because this business 

= 

= 

2 

> 

> 

S 

> 

= 

>= 

= 

2 

av 

> 

SS 

= 

ee We SYA SI WOW YON NWN SW NON WOO OOH s 
> 3 very risky both for us and for sigma Aldrich, We Wadi jecuille aloouie ielnils 

during 

PP Ouia 

meeting. > 

= 

> But the most important that you are active and full Of leas. 

> I'm very happy to learn that your relations with Aldrich become warmer. 

> Tt is also very good, because as you told me: "Andy, Aldrich is my 

> BABY, df a baby has wrong behavior, 1 can’ bid against my baby.'!' 

> So, the behavior become better and Le 1s) seally good mews. 

> 

> I can tell you that our company (19 employers in Kiev, 1 in Milwaukee 

and now 1 in Austria) is working hard selling analytical equipment, 

eneral 

lab equipment and, of course, Sigma-Aldrich chemicals. I'm very proud 

that I invent quite good name: ALSI, and the first two letters came from 

AGIA. 

wey Wwe WOW Ww Ow WON NY 

V 

WW 

spread my care of him. It is so important for me to know that he has 

both moral and material support from my side. You gave me Ginaes 

opportunity 

Em VeaasmagOr 

> I never forget this and do my SSE CO Melo Gur 1 Gaim) eo youl Ge, ee 

east, 

> to be Grakerul sor your 

Please, take care of your and Isabel Rea iG esa he Vanaiano sy 

NAN NY 

> 

Sa, 

> I have my Father of the same age as you aie! i'm Inejeony icitare L etoile 16 

> 

> 

= WW 

Best personal regards, 

Simcene ly 7 

Andy 

WwW We WOO WON 

We Wh WA WE WO 
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My visit to Milwaukee at the very end of October 
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e £ 

> September 20th to the 26th. But then we will be in Milwaukee all of 

October and 

> > From: Alfred Bader <baderfa@execpc. com> 

> > To: Andrey Esaulenko <andrey esaulenko@alsi.kiev.ua> 

> > Sent: Friday, September 08, 2000 5:53 PM 

> SS Subyicce Res) Danie Baden my Usa iEO Ke ev wiEeauel eo 

> -> 

> > » Desc Amehy, 

>> > 
>> 5 I know that Daniel was really disappointed that he could not fly into 

Kiev 

> S Aine! 

> > > then meet you. He did telephone me from Dnepopetrovsk to tell me that 

he 

> was 

= > interested to visit the orphanages there and also the ones in Odessa, 

an 

> now he 

> > is on his way to Israel before returning next week. 

> > 

> > I will be on a lecture tour to Pittsburgh next week and then in Canada 

> from 

> 

> 

> 

W 

M Ww @ Ww Ww WW Ww i= ww Ww WY Www Ow Wy Gn WY 

> would love to see you here. November 2nd we leave for England and 

rile 

> SE CUED 

> > two days before Christmas. 

> > 
= > The former relations with Aldrich have much improved and the new 

> President, Dr. 

> > Clinton Lane, has actually written about me, in a friendly manner i 

th 

> Aldrich 

= > Newsletter. Hence, there is no danger that your staying with us, at 

Least 

> > fO@irc 

> > > of the time, would be held againsé you. 

> > sS 

> > > Bob Wandler stopped by yesterday to pick up some COllecetons —Ec0m sane 

= = Cxecin 

> > > Republic and mentioned in passing that you keep sending compounds of 

real 

> > > interest, but some of them have been samples which Mikelieiein AiLiceerchy 

has. 

> > > Undoubtedly you will be able to discuss all the details when you come 

S > Iie. 

Ss > s 
>> > Wath fond negards i ssemein 

> > > 
> >. As always, 

SS > AMisewee! 

> = > 
> > > Andrey Hsaulenko wrote: 

> >> 

SS SS Deaw Alscceel, 

SSS SS. 

SS SS fe ge eecreat pity fo, meutnat Daniel failed to come to Kiev, 

> > > > because of the plane flight has been canceled. 

SS is Wolmlicl Dems OmnlCemEOn le mE ONMee EyOU SSO M. 

> > > > But I do hope to come to Milwaukee at the end (Of OGgEober mad 

November. 

> > > > Daniel told me that he will be in Milwaukee too. 

> > > > What about your schedule. Last times you and Isabel used to 

> > > > be present in Autumn in Milwaukee. 

9/19/00 9:26 AM 





My visit to Milwaukee at the very end of October 

’ > > > > There are two purposes of my Visit: 

a a Ome Clean yOUmalcianian 
>>> > - to see Bob Wandler to negotiate our activity prospects. 

>> >> (at the moment we supplied him with much more compounds 

>> > > then he can sell). 

>> >> tor wise Ourearr ends Dasikals. 

> ae 
> > > > Looking forward to meet you and Isabel soon! 

> = Bese Personal peg anes 

> > > = Mincheey 

oP IS a Omsiesiniet MESSAGe ——=—=— 
> > > > From; Alfred Bader <baderfa@execpe. com- 

> > > > To: Andrey Esaulenko <andrey_esaulenko@alsi.kiev.ua> 

> Sencar Monday. AUGuisiqn2 6 7ae2 0 OO NCES EM 

> ES Ub eee ne we Danelle BalGeramVvaL Sunt 

Se 

ee cara Any, 

SSS SS 

> > >> > In response to your e-mail of today, I believe that Daniel will 

arrive 

=> > Aine! 
SS >> > leave Ioy jomiyerce jolleiios- 

See es 

>>> > > 1 have given our e-mail exchanges to Daniel and he will let you 

know 

ee ee ale allay, 
>>> > > how and where and when he will arrive. 

>>> > > 

Ss) > >) The purposeno® this rie 2s COveee “on various Ukrainian 

LASIOWIEUE 2 ONS 

SS > > wadkeia 

>> >> > the Helen Bader Foundation helps and which, naesieemca liv, I iaeile 

al So. 

ee One Om 

> > >>> these in an orphanage in Odessa, and another isan OLnpnanage 27 

>> > ne pOpeeuOVsk. 

SS > > > 
>> >> > I know that Daniel will enjoy meeting you. 

SSS SS 

Se HOncmreCaNselsy, 

ee ee acre! 

ss SS > 
Se Aneise Vauioaun OnceminmaClee:: 

SS >see 
SSS SS > Deawe Aienecl, 

SSS SSS 

>> >>> > I just came back from my vacation (2 weeks, in (rimea)™ 

Ss >> > > S Dim happy to Get the message from you and happy to 

> > > > > > learn so good news about Daniel's Bidwell din Owlic GlOwUAiciey: 

SS Se SS 

SS Ss Sit you Cell me eieweari GIG number from Odessa to Kiev I will meet 

SSS SS S Paniel wa ailmoore (icaSea BOS ene in Kiev ones) with one of the 

>>> >>> "Alchemist" copies in my hand to bring him to Revs mayer mens @ 

> > > 5 > 5S would be happy Go bring him to the flight co Dnepropetrovsk. 

SS Se 

SSS = S & IF te as moe & Seeeec, Cowle sou describe Ehe aims Of his Visit 

EC 

SS Sa Usmanumey 

SSS Ss SS may oS FL Cem nella more 

ee ae 

SoS 5 Ss | focmng Momvard te, your reply, 

SS SS > S Basie Pegarcds «oO Wealoeil eolel co you Olan OULNer 

4 of 5 
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My visit to Milwaukee at the very end of October 

a 

e Ss > > > SS Sincerely. 

SS > > > > Mnely 

Si eS eS 

SS > f > PS s==== Orieaimeadl Message -s=== 

> > > > > > From: Alfred Bader <baderfagexecpc. com- 

>>> > >> To: Andrew Esaulenko <andrey esaulenko@alsi.kiev.ua> 

SSS s 5 > SSnes Wiwsseasy,, Auowse 24, 2000 Sek9 120M 

>> > >> Subjects) Danwei badem Va Sie 

2S SS Ss SSS 

SS Dear An Gy, 

Se Sa 

SS My, con, Denti pacen moans EO eve in the Ukraine from Tuesday, 

SS S S SQocemoaeic 
SSS Se | Oth, ine oaturday, wervember s7en. 

SS SSS SS 
SS emp ansm: Oma agin omen MOC eS Sameaia samen Tuesday afternoon, 

staying 

= 2 Bie 

SS > > iene 
SS Voncons cava norens, 

So SS 
SSS SSS 5 fe Enen slimes to miley,» aruiving hab) Wedilesday evening air 

about 

S > 9930 

> > > > ame 

Sf >> 5 > > sieayeug 

SS 5 > 5 >> at the Kievskaya Hotel, but leaving there surprisigly early in 

iElaAS 
Se Or nin Gmonmiel Cm ely me clemmo mci. 

SS >> > > > 

> >>> > > > >From Kiev he is flying to Dnepropetrovsk, staying at the 

Grand 

> > > > > Ukraine and leaving Dnepropetrovsk at 5p.m. on Saturday. 

VV VV YW YW WW I would be so happy if you could meet him, even if Oimilly FOr é 

0) 

Ss = 

> > 

= > 

SS 

few 

SS 5 > S > S minvuces. 

SSS eS = 

Se OnCmNae Gal iachommunsae mel ia 

> > ss Ss ee 

SS Ss S > > > Yours simeecely, 

SS SS SS ieee! 

Ss oF ee 

> > SS 

SS > Ss 

SSS SS 

Ss >>> > 

>>> 

SS > 

> SS 

= > > 

> 

> 

= 

> 
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Re: Daniel Bader visit to Kiev failed 

1 of 4 

Subject: Re: Daniel Bader visit to Kiev failed 

Date: Sun, 10 Sep 2000 18:22:35 +0300 

From: "Andrey Esaulenko" <andrey_esaulenko@alsi.kiev.ua> 
Organization: ALSI 

To: <baderfa@execpe.com> 

Dear Alfred, 

I thanks to God that I met you in my life, despite 

of a great distance in km, age, experienc tc. between us. 

I'm missing you and Isabel. I will do my best to come at the 

very end of October to met you again. May be we will meet with 
Daniel as well. 

Our business with Bob stopped, because we can supply him with 
much more samples then he can sell. But he said: "stop" when we already 

sent him 5-6 thousands of the compounds. It is not a disaster. Now we have 
to wait when Aldrich will pay us at least half of the samples. It is an 
objective 

Situation, quite predictable, even ordinary one, because this business is 

very risky both for us and for Sigma-Aldrich. We will talk about this during 
our 

EXEHE ILIONG| 

But the most important that you are active and full of plans. 

I'm very happy to learn that your relations with Aldrich become warmer. 

Te 1s also very good, because as you told me: "Andy, Aldrich is my 

BABY, if a baby has wrong behavior, I can't bid against my baby.'' 

SO, the behavior become better and it is really good news. 

I can tell you that our company (19 employers in Kiev, 1 in Milwaukee 

and now 1 in Austria) is working hard selling analytical equipment, general 

lab equipment and, of course, Sigma-Aldrich chemicals. I'm very proud 

that I invent quite good name: ALSI, and the first two letters came from 

Malebeskelay. 

I have my Father of the same age as you and I'm happy that I able to 

spread my care of him. It is so important for me to know that he has 
both moral and material support from my side. You gave me this opportunity 

QNycacs wager 

I never forget this and do my best to help (if I can) to you or, at least, 

EO 10S Ciceiceemll woe wow 

Please, take care of your and Isabel health. Safety trips! 

BES OCESOMcmGee@ccasr 

Sane ciscoinyy 

Andy 

Sess Original Messagen saa 

From: Alfred Bader <baderfa@execpc. com> 

To: Andrey Esaulenko <andrey esaulenko@alsi.kiev.ua> 

Sent: Friday, September 08, 2000 5:53 PM 

Subject: Re: Daniel Bader visit to Kiev failed 

> Dear Andy, 

> 

> I know that Daniel was really disappointed that he could not fly into Kiev 

and 

> then meet you. He did telephone me from Dnepopetrovsk to tell me that he 

was 

> interested to visit the orphanages there and also the ones in Odessa, and 

9/11/00 9:18 AM 
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Fs ESSAGE Page 1 of 2 DATE: 18-Januar,1996 

To: Mr. Alfred Bader From. Andrey N.Esaulenko 
FAX. (414) 962-83-22 252049 Shovkunenko str,., 8/20 an 51 

FAX: (414) 277-07-09 ALS! LTD, Kiev, Ukraine 

Fax/tel. 011 38 (044) 413-60-41 

Dear Alfred 

Thank you for your last fax. |m missing both you and Isabel 

i hope that there wil| ke a time te vieit yeu or may bo n 
Europe this year. 

—h cet you aul yee ty 

Ai the moment our business is not very good. May be you know the term ‘Selling 

Funnel”. This funnel involves current deals of a Company, the deals wit 

probabilily to sell more than 10% in néarest future. Practice shows that 

| Company has, for example, half a million $ in the funnel, the ay have soury 

reasons to sell tor about 0.1 million 

There are more than $800K (HP-price list) in our Funnel but we have sold o r 

S80K and already have spent the income. Nevertheless, We have to receive 
| some commissions from HP this year and the siluation scems3 quite promising 

im happy that we made our Company, my task now to teach our peonle (10 
| persons) how io make business with HP. 

May be it is not very pleasant to you to learn, but our relations with ALDRICH is 

very “indefinite ne you remember, we agreed on 10% commissions with 
| ALDRICH and it was written that the conditions with Sigma would be the 

Last year we closed two deais sold Aldrich’s products for 2. 5K$ and KS 
first case done via USA ALSI and we have reccived our $250 back as 3 
commissions. Thé second deai done via Soros foundation, ALSI Ltd in Kiev made 

| very hard job for communications and ustoms clearance procedures. | erected 
the question of our commissions in the second case five or even more times 
spent $80-100 for telephone/fax communications Every time ! received from 
Jean Knighi-Kymer and her colleagues something like: “OK, we will check up 
Last time it was in December. 

[he situation with Sigma even worse. They have accepted from “ALS!” 11.5K3 as 
prepayment for the order according to their invoicc, but have not received 
chemicals for about $600. Mereover, tt sey) asked fur additional payment tor 
packing of one chemical. But we have sent exact sum according to their invaice 

j Of course we received no commission at all from Siama | o 

| SO, do you remember our conversation by phone about the size of commissions 
| from ALDRICH? Frankly, | felt at that time that it was not question of size { told 

lp O9 Sly press OWNITNHST ASMONY = P22 SB-HHP-BT ‘PHL 
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FAX MESSAGE Page 1 of | Date’ 28-Apr-y6 

TO: ALFRED BADER FROM: ANDREY ESAULENKO 

2961 N.Shepard Avenue 252032, Kiev-32, P.O. Box # ees 

Viiwaukee, WI, USA Ukraine 

FAX. (414) 962-83-22 FAX: 011 38 (044) 4713-60-41 

Lear Alfred. 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU !!! 

Let me wish you sound heaith, once again. | wish you to 

keep your love to Isabel - your main treasure. 

Be very good to the people you meet as you always been | 

it ig one of your real numerous talents, May be major one. | 

wish you to be always helpful to the people, you deals with, 

your friends, your relatives. | think, it is your happiness. | 

toe! it as well, when God gives me a chance to do the 

Sincerely yours, 
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‘ FAX FROM: 

DR. ALFRED BADER 

Suite 622 

924 East Juneau Avenue 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202 

Telephone: 414/277-0730 

Fax: 414/277-0709 

April 9, 1996 

TO: Dr. Andy Esaulenko 
ALSI LTD. 

FAX: 011-38-0444-136-041 

Dear Andy: 

Thank you for your good wishes. 

I am so glad that your samples are arriving more efficiently now. Bob Wandler is certainly 

happy, and the main delays seem to have been at Aldrich Chemie in Germany. 

Of course, we keep hoping that you might visit us in Milwaukee before we leave for England 

on May 25th. 

We will be not very far from you, in the Czech Republic and Vienna, in June, and of course 

are wondering whether we might meet you there. 

Our schedule is as follows: 

June 2nd to 4th - Brno 

June 5th to 8th - Prague 

June 9th to 10th - Pardubice 

June 11th to 15th - Vienna 

We plan to come back to Milwaukee on July 26th and then be here all of August. 

With fond regards from house to house, I remain, 

Yours sincerely, 

AB/cw | 

‘ef Bob Wandler (w/encl.) 
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FAX FROM: 

DR. ALFRED BADER 

Suite 622 

924 East Juneau Avenue 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202 

Telephone: 414/277-0730 
Fax: 414/277-0709 

September 27, 1996 

TO: Dr. Andy Esaulenko 
ALSI LTD. 

FAX: 011-38-0444-136-041 

Dear Andy: 

I have been traveling a good deal and so am replying only now to your fax of September Ist. 

Isabel and I will be in Milwaukee continuously until October 22nd, but after that we will be in 

Canada, New York, England and Holland until January 6th. The rest of January, we will be 

in Milwaukee and also most of February, except for one week when we will go on a speaking 

tour for the ACS in Florida. That week has not yet been set. 

Of course, it would be great to see you. 

I am not on the Internet and cannot reply by E-mail. But I think we have now learned how to 

send faxes to Kiev. 

Fond regards, as always, 









MON, @2-SEP-96 19:42 ANDREY ESAULENKO Sobd4 415 68 4] P.O 

" FAX MESSAGE Page 1 of 1 Date: 1-Sept-96 

|TO: ALFREDBADER SCS] FROM. ANDREYESAULENKO.——*«Y: 
| 2961 N. Shepard Avenue _| 252032, Kiev-32, P.O. Box # 721 ma 5 
| Milwaukee, Wi, USA ; 1s Ukraine » 
FAX: (414) 962-83-22 FAK: 011 38 (N44) 4132.60.41 ao 

Dear Alfred, 2I7BeO -H4 -4/3 -GOo#/ 

| was very happy to get message from you. Thank you. 

Unfortunately, | was not able to reply quickly, because exactly after my vacation it was my 
business trip to South-West part of Ukraine for Food Quality Contro! seminar. 

| love to visit you again in any time. To discuss to you your participation in new chemical 
venture can be a good excuse for my partners to cover expenses of this trip from ALSI 
pocket, because our financial situation is not so good. On the other hand, there are 
several promising projects we are involved seems to be settled soon. Nevertheless, in 
any case I'm going to visit you within November-96 - February-97 in time suitable for you. 

Piease, let me know your travel schedule and times when | can meet you in Milwaukee 
after November and I'll start to prepare to it now 

To my regret, | have not received New York Times you have devoted horrible hotel 
situation in Kiev. The best way to mailing to me is post box address. | think | can be 
author of the article, because | can add my opinion as to Ukrainian hotels at the other 
cities of the country. The only way to improve the situation is privatization of the hotels, 
networks like “Holiday Inn” creation in the country. | saw americans wha imniement 11S 
MiUJSus WI PIUVINIGS WIIL Mave IO IlVe One year in a room with cold tap water from 6 to 9 
a.m. and 6-9 p.m. schedule. What “hol water” means in such hotels nobody knows. Even | 
treat such conditions as “horrible” 

Coming to Slovakia for annual HP-district meetings we live together with people from 
Austria, Bulgaria, Romania and even former Yugoslavia. The only peanle who treat hotel 
conditions in Slovakia as “eavellent” are peaple from tormer Sovict Union. 

| believe our people will live at least an Slovakian etandards in future, May be it 20 years 
Because of very widespread health national mood. This mood is not so, optimistic, but 
based on very reasonable idea, that nobody, but peuple them self nave to help 
themselves. Many of them visited Western countries, China and, even, USA. They are 
talking about the living standards of Western countries and try to fit to them. 

It is not so big surprise to everybody here that expensive cars (like Mersedeses, BMW, 
Volvo) business here is very profitable only few thousand people can purchase new cars 
To my surprise, millions of people start to decorate their flats with very good and quite 
expensive wall-papers. | threat it as a good sine. Starting from their own flats, then they 
nave to improve country, but it takes time for sure. 

So, looking for your reply, I'd like to offer you to contact to me via my e-mail..address: 
alsikiev@hp.gu.kiev.ua in case you have access to INTERNET. it is reliable, convenient 
and less expensive. 

6 x 

| 
Best personal regards to you and Isabel le 
Sincerely yours, ( Va Andy 

TOTAL P. 1 





Dr. Alfred Bader 

924 East Juneau, Suite 622 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202 

Phone: 414/277-0730 

Fax: 414/277-0709 

A Chemist Helping Chemists 

April 10, 1996 

Dr. Andrey Esaulenko 
11, Timoshenko St., Ap. 80 

252 282 Kiev 

Ukraine 

Dear Andy: 

I was so happy to receive your fax yesterday because it made clear that fax communication 

between us now works. Now let’s see whether letters are delivered to Kiev. 

Let me turn philosophical with two thoughts: 

(1) "Six days you shall labor" is one of the Ten Commandments, and clearly you and 

I keep this. 

(2) There is a foolish American saying, "Time is money." This is nonsense. Time 

is really life, and even the wealthiest among us cannot buy more time to live. 

Hence, I really try to enjoy my life and can do so much more now that I no longer have to work 

with Tom Cori and his ilk. Now I really enjoy spending time with good friends like you. 

Best wishes, as always, 





FAX FROM: 

Dr. Alfred Bader 

924 East Juneau, Suite 622 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202 

Phone: 414/277-0730 

Fax: 414/277-0709 

A Chemist Helping Chemists 

January 19, 1996 

Page 1| of 2 

TO: Dr. Andy Esaulenko 

ALSI LTD. 

FAX: 7-44-413-60-41 

Dear Andy: 

Thank you for your fax of yesterday, received twice. 

To answer your most important question first: Bob Wandler is working very hard at Aldrich, 

but has such a hard time communicating with you because faxes just don’t get through. And 

apparently you don’t talk much with Taras because Bob - in his frustration - finally called your 

office last week and spoke to Taras, but the message didn’t get to you. 

Bob told me that he knows that you dropped off 500 samples in Steinheim in December, and 

those samples are now en route to Milwaukee and should be here later this month. Bob will, 

of course, then expedite checking and payment. 

Of course, I asked why we didn’t pay you for the 500 samples anyway, seeing that the delay is 

due to Steinheim shipping slowly, and Bob said that he just couldn’t do that. Of course, your 

record has been very good: In the last shipment of 500 samples, only 8 were duplicates. 

Bob has a good rapport with Jean Knight-Kymer, and I suggested that he should talk to Jean and 

ask her to help because a delay in paying the commission due you might actually jeopardize the 

profitable sample collection. 

The only one in Milwaukee who has any influence on Sigma is David Harvey and I suggested 

to Bob that he should talk to David and have him lean on the Sigma people to pay your 

commission. 





Dr. Andy Esaulenko 
January 19, 1996 

Page 2 of 2 

But don’t stop collecting samples because of these delays. I am totally convinced that Bob really 

appreciates your samples and will do his best. 

Isabel plan to be in Milwaukee until the last week of March, and if by any chance you are 

planning a trip before then, we would love to see you. 

With all good wishes, I remain, 

Yours sincerely, 

( 
Go cee ee 

AB/cw | 
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TO: 

FAX: 

Dear Andy: 

I am sorry that a very long trip to England has delayed my thanking you for your wonderful 

FAX FROM: 

Dr. Alfred Bader 

924 East Juneau, Suite 622 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202 

Phone: 414/277-0730 

Fax: 414/277-0709 

A Chemist Helping Chemists 

January 15, 1996 

Dr. Andy Esaulenko 

ALSI LTD. 
7-44-413-60-41 

New Year’s wishes, which Isabel and I reciprocate. 

We very much hope that you will be coming to Milwaukee before long and that you can plan 

your trip for a time when we are here. Accordingly, below please find my travel schedule 

between now and the end of May. At that time, we plan to go to Europe, and perhaps we could 

meet in Prague or Vienna. 

With all good wishes, I remain, 

Yours sincerely, 
/ 

fe ay 
\ WK Milage 

| 

AB/cw ! 

March 22-27 

April 12-18 

April 23-28 

TRAVEL SCHEDULE 

Arizona State University 

Purdue Unviersity/Southern Illinois University 

San Diego State University 
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Dr. Alfred Bader 

2961 North Shepard Avenue 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211 

A Chemist Helping Chemists 

September 27, 1995 

Dr. Andrey Esaulenko 

c/o Anatoly Daskal, M.D. 
Vice President, U.S.A. Alsi Corp. 

Suite 035 
2121 East Capitol Drive 

Milwaukee, WI 53211 

Dear Andy, 

Please don’t mind my slight delay in responding to your long and worrisome 

letter of the 10th of September, but I wanted to send a copy to Bob Wandler 

first and then discuss it with him. 
' eee 

I am certain that Bob is totally honest and doesn’t play games. \S pat ees Os 
we A> us Ae 

What Sigma and Aldrich are doing in inflating your costs by shipping orders A Ne 

in several packages is just not right. lam convinced it is not done on purpose, 

but you will simply have to ask them very strongly to consolidate shipments. 

If I were you, I would actually show them how much a specific order cost you 

when broken into several smaller shipments. 

Lam certain that Aldrich will understand that, but you will have to spell it out 

in great deal. 

The problem with the samples is much more difficult. The decision maker 

there is Mrs. Anna Napiorkowski, and recently she has demanded lists in 

advance. What I would do if I were you is to send Bob Wandler lists, but 

much smaller lists and much more often and then dating the lists and asking 

Bob to fax you his selection within a given date, say within two or three weeks 

after the date of your list. As before, you can just number the lists and show 

clearly with each number the date sent. 



Dr. Andrey Esaulenko 
September 27, 1995 

Page 2 

One problem may have been that you have sent such very large groups, some 

of which contained commercially available materials such as carbazole. 

The key will be for you to establish a better personal rapport with Anna, but 

that will take time and probably more than one visit. 

Of course you know that we would love to see you, but keep in mind that we 
travel a great deal - so for instance, we will be in Canada from the 18th to the 

30th of October and in Britain from about the 15th of November to the very 

end of December. 

I am sending this to you care of Dr. Daskal in the hope that his wife can hand- 

carry this letter to you. 

With all good wishes, I remain, 

Yours sincerely, 

AB/cw 
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Dr. Alfred Bader 

924 East Juneau, Suite 622 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202 

Phone: 414/277-0730 

Fax: 414/277-0709 

A Chemist Helping Chemists 

September 27, 1995 

Dr. Andrey Esaulenko 
c/o U.S.A. Alsi Corp. 

Suite 035 

2121 East Capitol Drive 
Milwaukee, WI 53211 

Dear Andy, 

Thank you so much for your two-page fax of October 16th. 

As you may know, we have some difficulties faxing to the Ukraine, and so I am sending this 

reply to your Alsi office in Milwaukee in the hope that it will reach you. 

I can understand your thinking that major customers for samples - companies like DuPont and 
Monsanto - might come ahead of you in the Ukraine and Russia, so that your sample business 

will decrease. I worried exactly the same way 15 or 10 years ago, when I learned that large 

companies like Shell and Monsanto had set up elaborate networks in continental Europe to 

collect samples, just as Aldrich was doing. 

My fears were not really well-founded. Yes, the large companies will collect samples, but there 
are a great many other companies who want samples, often of specific classes of compounds, 

and our Library, now well-organized under Bob Wandler, is the very best resource which these 

smaller companies have. 

Suppose for a moment that a researcher in this country has some lead that a given indole might 
be useful for something. Where can he go to get a computer printout of hundreds of indoles, 

available immediately and at modest charges? He can’t possibly ask friends of his in Europe 

to collect these, but he can come to Aldrich. Then he will get, at no charge, a computer 

printout of all indoles in the main catalog and all indoles available from the Library. 





Dr. Andrey Esaulenko 
October 17, 1995 

Page 2 

Hence, despite your discouragement, I would like to urge you to continue collecting samples. 

The large schools may well sell their samples to some large companies, but there will still be 

many that will be happy to sell them to you. 

I am so happy to know that you are getting on so well with Hans-Peter Schiefer from HP. If 

he ever comes to the United States, and near to Milwaukee, I would love to meet him 

personally. 

I think that you now have an almost unbeatable combination of services, and if you could add 

Brucker Instruments to your stable, it would be even better. 

Do you have any idea yet when you will again come to Milwaukee? We are leaving tomorrow 

for two weeks in Canada, and we will then be in England from November 14th until December 

24th, but January through March of 1996 are relatively free. 

With all good wishes from house to house, as always, 
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FAX MESSAGE 3 3 DATE: OCTOBER 30, 1994 

To: Dr. Alfred Bade: From: Andrey N.Esaulienko 
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FAX FROM 

DR. ALFRED R. BADER 

Suite 622 

924 East Juneau Avenue 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202 

Telephone 414-277-0730 

Fax No. 414-277-0709 

November 10, 1994 

To: Dr. Andrey Esaulenko 7 044 224 0022 

Dear Andy, 

I have received 2 more copies of your 3-page fax and now can read everything. 

I checked with several people at Aldrich and all told me that Ms. Jean Knight-Kymer, who is 

a recent addition to the staff, is a very difficult person to deal with. 

But I understand your reasons for wanting to represent Sigma-Aldrich, and if the company will 

pay you enough for office expenses, staff, faxes and telephone, and then give you an additional 

10% on sales, maybe it will work. Just keep in mind that if you do a superb job, Sigma-Aldrich 

will start its own office in Kiev, but you will have had a good deal of help collecting samples 

for Bob Wandler. 

I had a very sharp talk with Mrs. Scott and her supervisor at the M&I Bank, and both told me 

that they are very sorry, but Mrs. Scott just did not know at the time we met that the bank does 

not issue credit cards to non-resident, non-Americans. My fax to Mrs. Scott, sent on Tuesday, 

will be self-explanatory. Unfortunately, I am just leaving for England and cannot follow up, 

but I will do so when we return at Christmastime. 

Next week, we will be travelling in Holland, but from the 19th of November to the 23rd of 

December we will be in England all the time, except for 2 or 3 days in Switzerland in the 

middle of December. 

Our English telephone and fax number is 44 424 222 223. 

Fond regards, and good luck. 

As always, 

WUpYr#i 
Hf / t i es j / ¢ v4 

(Dictated by Dr. Bader and signed in his absence) 
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FAX MESSAGE Page.1.of..2 DATE: OCTOBER. 30, 1994 

To: Dr.Alfred Bader From: Andrey N.Esaulenko 
2QAT Narth Shenard Avena 257917? Kiew. likraine. 
Milwaukee Wisconsin 53211 

USA Pux: 611 7 (O44) 477-61-26 
PAX: 10-+1-414-y0¢-55~<£<e 
FAX: 10-1-414-277-07-09 

FUX: UIT f (044) ££4-UU0-£E 

Dear Alfred, 

| was very glad to see both you and Isabel this Autumn in Milwaukee, to stay at 
you very nice home. Many many thanks for your hospitality. 

Our last day in Aldrich was very saturated with meetings We had tn start on 2 
P.1n. TOM te DUS SlaviONn, SO Il WaS flarO tO Mme tO pNnone TO yOu WIN 2-9 P.M. 

Our flight bach Chivayu-Kiev had been vanucled and we weil via NY ucal day. 

Now about the results of our “battle” for higher commissions. 
Ms.Jean Knight-Kymer told us that these 10% they give us for the very beginning 
only for one year. Then the percentage can be higher depending fur Une results of 

our work. She agreed to cover all telephone communications with Aldrich (now | 
pay DivuuUridu poe fOr, ANU @d>KeU US tU YIVE Lie perOojyece 1Of LNG Fest 

expenses: on customs duties, salary for two-three employers ($500 per month), 
post expenses etc. She will estimate the possibilities of Aldrich to pay. They help 
uc mith come promotion matoriala and agraod to aproad tho Catalogs (Gigma and 
Aldrich) in Ukraine wilh our address on cover lelter we will give. 

Wou wao aboululoly siylkt wires oad Ural lu work Fur 4090 lo alrrivot hiysuoslble. AL 
foast the ostimatod profit will bo meogligible. | fwuylit For biglhwe puorounlage and fell 

that na ean. not even wai were in a nasitinn tn give us 2N% | think they had 
HiDLIUClLCU SUICLTY HOt) Ofyilla Sih. OV, UNLIUEU 1, WH Cadi) HYGItl tf Uie UMOIO! 

fanilitias they can give 1s Finally, it woanid he alsa mnney 

Vite dy SR er OOTY CCC eet Le FUL US RLY LEW LOA YUU WUUKIES Pildpopoy OD 

work for nothing. 

What we were loose if | were said “NO, I'll newer agree to work for 10% in any 
case”? 

This were mean that | would loose a real possibility to establish a real, legal 
mechanism te get money back from Aldrich and Gamay We rugs mw iyurlarnt) 

from any other tirm, including Hewlett-Packard Qfficiaily. The greatest obstacle 
for eur bUSINGSS Haw is Ukrainian legislation, we oan't pay 05-90% tance, Wo liave 
to invent sem vwaye tw by-paaa than avarin fiw, Quis (lig wilt lauds wo ao 
thinking naw to avotd such a situation | faced tis year aon Hungarian /Austian 

burde:. Tu avuldd lu vporale aff Wie Unie with casi. 
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FAX. MESSAGE Page. 2.0f 3 DATE: OCTOBER. 30, 1994 

To: Dr. Alfred Bader From: Andrey N.Esaulenko 

| expect that fighting for more profitable conditions for us to sell chemicals here, 

Aldrich will help us to establish some kind of the official way of getting money 

back. | can use it to my relations with HP or with another compatible to HP 

company such as “Radiometer”, which asked about our help here. 

The mechanism can not be established and tuned at one moment. We have to 

spend months for it. 

What { learnt from the very beginning, that to open a bank account for 

commissions for our Company ALSI in USA is impossible now without Federal Tax 

identification Number of the Company. So, first of all, we have to register ALS! in 

the USA. These are some questions appeared in this case we have to clarify 

before here in Kiev and in Milwaukee also. 

The second_reason concerned our main work. Establishing official relations with 

Aldrich, help us a fot with ABC-collection samples transportation. Up to now we 

actually practice smuggling, protected by some papers with doubtful value. 

Third reason. Getting money for the Company’ bank account in Milwaukee we can 

send a deal of them to Ukraine to show some part of our activity officially, to pay 

salaries for our employers. 

Thus, according to my estimations, toeagree. to try to start. work on such 

conditions we were offered can bring much more profitable position to our 

company here. 

These conditions were not established finally. !'m not big optimist to get very high 

Caututitiaiat (bu F000) puedo Sumun Abedwiobe, bud Ll oreu gyminrgy tre tres 

Ale wur couversation te Jean, we sat togothor with Jai Magarihatti, Chaol« 

Pouchert and Anna Napiorkowski. They assured us that as soon as they try us in 

new role successtully, the conditions wit pe mucn more oetter. vai stressea Mat 

they appreciate our continuaits wark an ARG samples in any Gase. 

| do hope you understand all the reasons why | decided to try. in any case, your 

adviaos are tho groat value for me. | agreed completely with you reasonings as to 

our exclusivity in collection of samples and as to other items we touched. 

h'm very gratitucie to you to your kind help. Visited Ms.Stasey Scott in M&i after 

we came back to Milwaukee trom Kansas, | tound that my credit Varad was “not 

ready” after long discussion with Ms.Scott | decided that it is question of time 

only. Let’s imagine my surprise that next day we learned that we have not filled 

even order form for the credit card. She told me that in can be some difficulties 

would occurred. She told mie thal B: Bader slruld curmecl will) M&d aulbroritics tu 

confirm his confidence on me. | realized completely, that they had no intention to 

give me the credit card without your confirmation from the very beginning. 
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FAX MESSAGE Page. 3.of..3 DATE: OCTOBER 30, 1994 

To: Dr. Alfred Bader From: Andrey N.Esaulenko 

| oan undorstand thems. If yeu find a line aud pusslbillly to help me, it would be 
kindly appreciated. Definitely, | have no intention to betray your confidence and 
going to use the sard im the cases when | can't operate without it. | mean, to rent 
a Car if it would be extremely necessary. 

I’m jooking forward to see you again even earlier than | planned, the ALSI 
registration in Milwaukee would be good excuse. 

I'm looking forward to the entire issue of the book you are working on. 

Thank you once again for you hospitality. 

Cordially yours, 

VE, 
Andy. 









FAX TRANSMITTAL SHEET 

TO: 

Dr. Alfred Bader 

2961 North Shepard Avenue 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211 

Telephone 414 962 5169 
FAX 414 962 8322 

DATE: 11 MaRcH, 1995 

Dr. Andrey N. Esaulenko 

P5ARAGeroevy Dnepra Strs,.4? ap 53 

NiVSae IED, KENNA, WikieealiaS 

BAD ws 0117 (044) 413-60-41 

Dear Andy, 

We are so happy that you plan to come to Milwaukee. 

We have had to schedule one quick trip to Pensylvannia, 

leaving Friday morning, March 24, and coming back on Monday, 

afternoon, the 27th. 

On Thursday, 23rd, we could join Bob Wandler if he goes to 

Chicago to pick you up, and you would he welcome to stay with 

us the nights of March 27, 28, and 29, provided only that its 

does not endanger your relationship with Aldrich. 

Looking forward to seeing you. 

Best regards, 

( 
Ya 

| 













FAX FROM 

DR. ALFRED R. BADER 
Suite 622 

924 East Juneau Avenue 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202 

Telephone 414-277-0730 

Fax No. 414-277-0709 

October 10, 1994 

To: Dr. Andrey Esaulenko 7 044 413 3138 or 

7 044 224 0022 

Isabel, Bob Wandler and I will drive down to O’Hare to pick you up on Thursday. 

Fond regards. 

Sincerely, 

\ 

Oe are 
i 

c: Bob Wandler 
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FAX MESSAGE Page 1 of 1 DATE: OCTOBER 4, 1994 

To: Dr.Alfred Bader From: AndreyN.Esaulenko 
29361 North Shepard Avenue 252212 Kiev, Ukraina, 
Milwaukee Wisconsin 532171 

USA Fax: 011 7 (044) 477-61-20 
FAX: 10-1-414-962-83-22 Fax: 011 7 (044) 224-00-22 
FAX: 10-1-414-277-07-09 

fa hapa Anh unl ane leaeael apa OF 

WEE Bisa Sill Ws iF Cie Gi ie fi eels sk 

Mr.Robert Gorzek had fired from the Company. It was reason why we 
ware failad to ee OK fram tha We Emhasoy 

LINfArtInNAtol), Wino One Plies Aaes AAS biBlesesa iat UO wcac, Dul wc 

know that this plane (Kiev-Chicago) goes semi-empty as a rule. So, ! 
Lith we fave quod clance ly be le Uhire fur 13 GGtber) tn Millwaukee 





FAX TRANSMITTAL SHEET 

Dr. Alfred Bader 

2961 North Shepard Avenue 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211 

Telephone 414 962 5169 
FAX 414 962 8322 

September 19, 1994 

TO: Dr. A. Esaulenko 011 7 044 224 0022 

Dear Andy, 

I received your fax of September 3, and hope you received my reply. I could not get through 

on your first fax number at all, but finally was able to get through on your second number 7 044 

224 0022. 

If you fly to Chicago on Thursday afternoon, October 13, Isabel and I will pick you up at 

O’Hare and bring you to the hotel near Aldrich. 

My son Daniel is getting married the following week, and we have some family festivities on 

Friday and Saturday. We hope you could then leave the hotel on Sunday and stay with us at our 

home on Sunday and Monday nights. 

We much look forward to seeing you. 

ec Mr. Robert Wandler 
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FAX TRANSMITTAL SHEET 

FROM: DR. ALFRED BADER 

2961 North Shepard Ave. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211 

PHONE: (414) 962-5169 

FAX: (414) 962-8322 
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Dr, ~Alfr ed Bader 
ouile 622 

Se JUNEAU AVENUE 

ed and Isabel, 

TA. WIkWIUAMMAL Lal, O DVD. 1yy4 rage 1 ot 1 

From: Andrey Esaulenko 
Ukraine, Timoshenko st, 11 ap 80 

FAX: (044) 413-31-38 
FAX: (044) 224-00-22 

Yeste aay Only, together with Tares Ilkun, wo visited thc USA 
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permission 
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ned by Mr.Robert Gorzek. 
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FAX FROM 

DR. ALFRED R. BADER 

Suite 622 

924 East Juneau Avenue 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202 

Telephone 414-277-0730 

Fax No. 414-277-0709 

August 16, 1994 

To: Dr. Andrey N. Esaulenko 

011 7 044 224 0022 

Dear Dr. Esaulenko: 

Your fax to Alfred and Isabel has been received while they are in England. They will leave 
England for Spain on the morning of August 18. 

I faxed your message to them this morning and have the following suggestions from Alfred: 

He and Isabel will be happy to pick up you and Mr. Taras at O’Hare on 

September 8, and they will take you to a hotel near Aldrich. Alfred feels for 
"political" reasons, it would be best if you stayed at the hotel. I will talk to Bob 

Wandler tomorrow to see if Aldrich will pay for the hotel. 

On Sunday and Monday nights, September 11-12, BOTH of you should stay with 

Alfred and Isabel. Alfred feels you should probably rent a car and drive to 
Kansas; however, I am checking to see what you will need to get the car here-- 

Ukraine license and international license, and of course a credit card. 

Also, can you phone Alfred and Isabel in Bexhill (44 424 22 22 23) at 9:30 p.m. 

English time, tomorrow, August 17? 

Good luck on obtaining visa. 

Cordially, 

Marilyn Hassmann 













Dr. Alfred Bader 

2961 North Shepard Avenue 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 532] | 

April 26, 1994 

Via Fax 011 7 044 413 3138 
Dr. Andrey Esaulenko 

11, Timoshenko St., Ap. 80 

252 282 Kiev 

Ukraine 

Dear Andy, 

| I am just finishing my autobiography and want to write at least a little something 
| about you. Yet, Iam worried that mentioning you by name might actually endanger 

you. Hence, I have wnitten the material you see below and hope you will find this 

satisfactory. 

All good wishes. 

. Sincerely, an ne. 

| One of the most pleasurable encounters in our quest for library samples came to us 

through almost a chance meeting. Some young Eastern European chemists wanted to offer us 

some compounds listed in the Aldrich catalog. We arranged to meet in Budapest and were very 

happy that the chemicals supplied were of good purity. Knowing how much American dollars 

would mean to them, I paid $300 in cash to help their travel expenses, but unfortunately they 

underestimated the ability of Hungarian gypsies: their money was stolen. We were later 

disappointed, too, because subsequent deliveries were totally unsatisfactory. We could not rely 

on them. I explained that once we had listed a product in our catalog, which went to a million 

chemists around the world, we had to have reliable suppliers, but then, fortunately, the penny 

dropped. Why not set up a system to collect research samples for the library? These 

compounds are offered on a one-time basis, and further supplies are not necessary. They 

thought the idea seemed workable, and set about the business with such enthusiasm and ability 

that through their continuing efforts thousands of interesting samples have come to us. 









Dr. Alfred Bader 

2961 North Shepard Avenue 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211 

‘ April 26, 1994 

Via Fax 011 7 044 413 3138 
Dr. Andrey Esaulenko 

11, Timoshenko St., Ap. 80 

252 282 Kiev 

Ukraine 

Dear Andy, 

I am just finishing my autobiography and want to write at least a little something 
about you. Yet, Iam worried that mentioning you by name might actually endanger 
you. Hence, I have written the material you see below and hope you will find this 
satisfactory. 

All good wishes. 

Sincerely, 





Dr. Alfred Bader 

2961 North Shepard Avenue 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211 

April 5, 1994 

Via Fax 011 7 044 413 3138 

Dr. Andrey Esaulenko 
11, Timoshenko St., Ap. 80 

252 282 Kiev 

Ukraine 

Dear Andy, 

Thank you so much for your 3-page fax. 

The problem is that this week all three top people at Aldrich who have signatory 

authority for large checks are gone, but they will be back this coming Monday, 

April 11. 

Bob Wandler understands very well what you problem is, and he will try his very 

best to get funds wire transferred to Houston this coming Monday, April 11. Bob 

understands that you want shipment No. 27, for $13,290 paid first, and shipment No. 

26, for $16,180 paid second. 

You might like to consider instructing Bob just to make payment for lot 27 and then 

await your OK to make the second payment, after you have received the first 

payment in Kiev. Just let Bob know; you can rely on him absolutely. 

Best regards. 

As always, 

Vos 

| 2 













FROM : Dr. A. N. Esaulenko PHONE NO. : 0444133138 

FAX MESSAGE April 3, 1994 

TO: Dr. Alfred R.Bader From: Andrey Esaulenko 

2961 North Shepard Avenue 252212, Kiev, Ukraine, 

Milwaukee, WI 53211, USA Timoshenko 11, ap.80 

Fax: (414) 962-83-22 FAX: (044) 413-31-38 

Page 1 of 3 

Dear Alfred, 

Thank you for your kind attention. | have received both your last 

fax and your letter with NY-Times very interesting article as 

well. The stronger restrictions to business in any country, the 

authorities have introduced - the less amount of peuple are 

able to get profit from it legally. The direct consequence is 

aggravation of the economical situation. Unfortunately, the 

authorities of Ukraine haven’t understand it. 

| was very grateful for you when learnt that he money- 

transferring problem was the subject of your discussion with 

Bob Wandler. 

At the first glance, your suggestion to open My Bank-account 

in Milwaukee and Vienna is fruitful, and if | would be in 

Milwaukee this year, I'll do it, but, but, but... Don’t forget that 

both you and Bob are persons who lives in Western Countries 

from childhood and have learnt Bank-System well. Both of you 

have American passports and it is so naturally for you as to 

breeze by air, 

When | came to the Bank of Austria this January to open my 

Bank-account, the personnel was puzzled by my passport with 

Cyrillic letters in it. Yes, My name is translated to French also, 

but my name only (without any additional information by Latin 

letters). They brought me theirs apologizes only and rejected to 

open my account in their Bank. | treated it as a kind of 

humiliation. 

| explained my problems to Hewlett-Packard people and they 

helped me to do it in the HP-office (there is bank-branch in 

HP). But next day, when | came to the bank across street to 

change my Austrian shillings to USD, | couldn’t do it via my 

bank-account because to do it | have to find another place in 

the city. | made it without my bank-account help. 

a \.@ 

P@1 





FROM : Dr. A. N. Esaulenko PHONE NO. : @444133138 

FAX MESSAGE April 3, 1994 

TO:Dr. Alfred R.Bader From: Andrey Esaulenko 
2961 North Shepard Avenue 252212, Kiev, Ukraine, 

Milwaukee, WI 53211, USA Timoshenko 11, ap.80 

Fax: (414) 962-83-22 FAX: (044) 413-31-38 

Page 2 of 3 

But, all these problems are nothing in compare with visa- 

getting procedure in our country. | have to cure up and wait 

one 
Month to penetrate to the embassy only. Owing to my HP- 

Vienna boss only, | had got possibility to make my half-year 

visa to Austria (it will be expired on April 30), Otherwise | were 
get only few days visa from-to. 

The situation with American visa is not so heavy, because they 

give half-year visa based on invitation letter only. But flight- 

ticket is quite expensive, so I'm allow to me to visit Milwaukee 

not more than once a year. For sure, I'm going to use this 

opportunity to see you, Isabel and Bob's family but not to 

money carrying. 

May be in future things here have changed, but at the moment, 

| can use my Vienna bank account only once (up to the April 

30). 

What is the way out? 

| think, it is good luck to us to find a Company which sells their 

goods for USD in Ukraine. They are ready to make me favor to 
give me the same sum of money in Kiev when the sum would 
come to Houston. Let's try it. It seems to me, it would be no 

risk, no delay, no problem with customs. 

Now few words about the “many thousands dollars we have got 

from Aldrich”... | think nobody, but you understand money- 

problems when a Company is growing up. Owing to these 

money (I'll never forget your role to make them) Nick 

Gerasimchuk have bought two flats in Klev. | was able to buy 

two computers to make our work more effective, to make the 

general restoration and decoration of one of the flats to accept 

Bob and Ann this summer, to buy my garage and car, etc. The 

big deal (appr. 40%) was shared with our chemists and the 

15% was share of Prof. J.A.Andor. Don't forget those $18K are 
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in Hungary yet and God knows whether we will see a dollar 

from it. 

We have invested more than $7K to the new ABC-chemicals 

and now we have a choice - to fold down our activity or to sell 

my car, the flat, etc. 

The present delay with the payment from Aldrich to us via 

Houston is more than sensitive to our business. We already told 

to the people who provide us with the samples to stop. At the 

moment, we have few hundreds only and have to stop our 

activity completely if will not get money till the end of the April. 

| faxed to Houston last Friday and ask them to repeat their 

letter of confirmation, via fax and air mail that they (URT- 

Company from Houston) are ready to give us money which will 

come from Aldrich. | had conversation with Mr.Robert Gorzek 3 

weeks ago, he assured me that they are ready to pay, but,... 

Every time we faced with this “but”. 

Anyway I'm an optimist and think that these are our temporary 

problems which will be solved. Sorry for so long letter, but | 

thought it’s very important to understand each other. 

At the eve of your Birthday I'd like to wish you all possible best 

in your life. 

Please, give my best regards to you very wise, very nice, very 

good friend and remarkable woman - Isabel. 

Sincerely yours, 

ndrey. 
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FAX TRANSMITTAL SHEET 

Dr. Alfred Bader 

2961 North Shepard Avenue 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211 

Telephone 414 962 5169 
FAX 414 962 8322 

March 28, 1994 

TO: Dr. A. Esaulenko 011 7 044 413 3138 

Dear Andy, 

Anne and Bob Wandler just returned from a vacation, and I chatted with Bob at length yesterday 

about how best to handle the payments. 

You could certainly have a bank account in Milwaukee without the bank sending monthly 

statements to Kiev. If you wish, the bank statements could be kept here or sent to Vienna. 

Also, you could set up a system whereby the bank would wire transfer what money you need 

to Vienna. Wire transfers take two days. Further, Bob could fax whenever deposits are made 

without necessarily saying explicitly that a deposit has been made. 

Of course, we would love to see you again, and if you plan to visit Milwaukee, try to come after 

the end of August. We will be here from the beginning of September until the very end of 

October. 

It would be easy to meet you in Prague between the 13th and the 16th of June, or in Vienna on 

the 19th or 20th of June. : 

All good wishes, 
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Dr. Alfred Bader 

2961 North Shepard Avenue 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211 

March 21, 1994 

Dr. Andrey Esaulenko Via fax 011 7 044 413 3138 

11, Timoshenko St., Ap. 80 

252 282 Kiev, Ukraine 

Dear Andy, 

Thank you so much for the two copies of your fax, both of which arrived safely and 
very readably. Of course we would love to meet you either in Prague, where we will 

be from the 12th through the 16th of June, or in Vienna where we will be from June 

18--21. Most of the summer we will be away from home, and we will not return 
until early in September. But then we plan to be in Milwaukee almost all of 

September and all of October. 

I must tell you that I feel very uneasy about your working with this company in 

Houston. This is not related to whether Mr. Kolomiets and Mr. Somogyi are honest. 
I realized that you were working so closely with Prof. Andor who struck me as 

completely honest. However, both with Andor and these people, you are involving 

others where you will have little control. This you realized with Prof. Andor and 

may also realize with these new partners. They must be under some control of U.S. 

tax authorities, and in time may be under control of Ukranian tax authorities. How 

will they be able to explain their involvement with you? 

By far the best thing for you to do is to operate alone. Surely you could open a bank 

account in Milwaukee or in Switzerland or in Vienna, and then take out of those 

accounts what you need. A trip from Kiev to Chicago and back must cost about a 

thousand dollars, and this is a very small percentage of the many thousands of dollars 

which you receive from Aldrich. Please do think about this carefully; once you have 

it set up you will sleep very much better. 

Lam certain that the people working closely with you will try to persuade you--if they 

have not already done so--to let them have shares in your company. While your 

company is small, let me urge not to do that. Even if you retain a majority control, 

minority stockholders can be a real nuisance. By all means pay them very generously 

and assure them that if your company ever goes public they will have a chance to 

come in on the ground floor. In the meantime, keep the stock entirely to yourself. 

Now that we know that faxes go so well, there is really no need to send two faxes. 

Fond regards, also from Isabel, 

J 
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Dr. Alfred Bader 

2961 North Shepard Avenue 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211 

March 18, 1994 

Dr. Andrey Esaulenko 

11, Timoshenko St., Ap. 80 
252 282 Kiev 

Ukraine 

Dear Andy, 

Thank you so much for your handwritten letter of January 23, mailed from Vienna 
on January 30. Mail from Vienna is notoriously slow. 

Unfortunately, I wrote my long letter to you in Bexhill by hand, mailed it to Kiev but 

didn’t keep a copy. I don’t have a fax in Bexhill either, and anyway know from past 
experience that faxes to Ukraine are difficult. So, I will send this letter again to 

Professor Andor and will also try to fax it to you in Kiev. 

I know that you will enjoy the Wandlers’ visit to Kiev and the Crimea. Both are fun 

people, hard-working, and totally honest. 

There is no doubt in my mind that my advice to you to keep ownership in your 
company in your own hands is good advice. I have gone that road myself at Aldrich, 
and know the difficulties which shared ownership entails. My mistake at Aldrich in 
the 1960s was that I did not pay our best people sufficiently, and some of them left. 

Bob has told me about your legal difficulties. Of course I know that from our end 
everything you have done has been legal, and yet I can understand that someone not 

familiar with our operation might think that you were dealing in drugs. Clearly, if 

that is the case and you need affidavits from us, please let me know. 

I don’t have any plans to visit Hungary this summer, but we will be in Vienna on 
June 11 and 12 and then again from the 18--21 of June. In between, from June 12-- 
16 we will be in Prague, and on the 17th in a small town in southern Moravia. A 

friend will drive us. 





Dr. Andrey Esaulenko 
March 18, 1994 

Page Two 

Are you planning a visit to Milwaukee? If so, I hope that it will be after the end of 

August, because Isabel and I will be away most of the time between the end of May 

and the end of August. When you come to Milwaukee, we hope that you will stay 

in our home. It is not as comfortable as a hotel, but the paintings are better. 

Fond regards from house to house, 
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Dr. Alfred Bader 

2961 North Shepard Avenue 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211 

December 30, 1993 

Dr. Andrey Esaulenko 

c/o Prof. Dr. Andor Jozsef 
Eros J., u. 4 (IVe/16) 
H6723 Szeged, Hungary 

Dear Andy: 

I hope that you have received our long letter which was sent to you from England 

earlier this month. As I don’t know how good the mail is to Kiev, I will try to send 

this letter via Professor Andor. 

I just had lunch with Bob Wandler today, and he told me how very happy he is with 
the samples you send to him. This year he believes he got 9000, all very 
satisfactory. 

You will recall that initially you sent the compounds via Aldrich Chemie in Germany, 

and that often led to delays, mainly because our German company mislaid the 
samples. Now Professor Andor sends them via DHL from Szeged to Milwaukee, and 

that works exceedingly well. 

Bob told me that he and his wife, Anne, plan to visit you in Kiev next summer. 

Anne is also a delightful person who used to work at Aldrich and is now with 
General Electric. When they visit, do make sure that they are not in danger of being 
robbed; we hear such horror stories about how foreigners are treated in Eastern 

Europe. 

Bob mentioned that you might be introducing him to various chemists supplying you 

with chemicals. Be careful, because human nature being what it is some of your 
suppliers may want to go behind your back and supply Aldrich directly. That, of 
course, wouldn’t be right, and as long as Bob Wandler is in charge you don’t have 
to worry that you will be undercut. But we are all human and Bob may not be in 

charge of the Library chemicals forever. After all, you are doing such a good job 

selecting, labelling and shipping the compounds, and shipment through Professor 

Andor and payment to Professor Andor is now so smooth that it could hardly be 

improved. 

All good wishes for 1994, from Isabel and me to you, your wife and associates. 

Your old friend, 





Dr. Alfred Bader 
2961 North Shepard Avenue 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 5321] 

January 20, 1994 

Dr. Andrey Esaulenko 

11, Timoshenko St., Ap. 80 
252 282 Kiev 

Ukraine 

Dear Andy, 

Isabel and I spent a little while in New York City looking for really good paintings-- 
and acquiring three--and that has delayed my thanking you for your beautiful New 
Year’s message. 

When next you write to me, please let me know whether letters arrive more quickly 
if sent to you like this one, directly to Kiev, or whether they would get to you faster 
if sent to Professor Andor. 

Isabel and I will now be in Milwaukee most of the time until the middle of May, and 
we very much hope that you will visit Aldrich and us while we are here. I just 
talked to Bob Wandler, and he told me that he continues to be satisfied with your 
samples. 

From the middle of May until the end of August, we plan to spend a lot of time in 
Canada, England and Central Europe, but it seems to us that conditions in Ukraine 
are so unsettled that we should not visit this year. But, we would so enjoy seeing 
you here. 

Fond regards. 

Your old friend, 
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Dr. Alfred R.Bader Mp0 © 

2961 North Shepard Avenue 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211 

USA 

Andrey Esaulenko 
252212, Kiev, Ukraine, 
Timoshenko 11, ap.80 
November 14,1993 

Dear Alfred, 

Many thanks for your last letter received before my long 
business trip to Germany this September. 

I was happy when bought my fax-machine. Thinking about the 
possibility of instant communications with you, I had not take 
into account probable distortion of text. Please, accept my 
apologizes. \ 

I attended 3-week of HP-training courses in Waldbronn (town 
near, Karlsruhe with HP-analytical plant in it). Then, I spent 
one week in Germany, selecting my own car. 

I took second-hand Volkswagen "Passat"-combi - 10 years old, 
150.000 km run, diesel, red one in good condition. 

May be it was not the best choice, but it was not enough time 
for make another selection. On the other hand, to have a more 
fresh car is so dangerous as to keep a Rebrandt's paining at you 
flat in Milwaukee. \ 

I was offered by rep.of an auto-firm in Stuttgart to make 
totale repair Olgmcar sr engine. | Together -awith), scar. price. ait 
cost me 8.000 DM in Stuttgart. One can add car-insurance (550 
DM), diesel fuel (200 DM) and all formalities in Kiev (500 $) to 
get appr. 6.000 $ of total car-expenses. I bought my garage near 

myer LACeLOrme2. SOC) Sec his) qJULYs SO, tre snotenegligible  "noney, 
even for USA. 

Another problem I faced with, was my driving experience. I 
had almost zero driving level in Waldbronn and 150 km in 
Stuttgart when I took my car. Covered 500 km per day alone by 
car via Nurnberg, Munchen, Vienna I came to Szeged without 
problems, I realized myself as not so bad driver. Since that 
time, I have been driving almost every day. 

But now, I've got possibility to be much more effective both 
in Aldrich and HP business here, to accept you together with 
Isabel next summer here. We can go to St.Petersburg via Moscow 
evens, bya mye.car. lhe the situation fin our; countries will be 
acceptable. 

All these possibilities are possible now, because of your 
care to my friends and me, you have’ been providing since that 
first letter more than 3 years ago to Nick Gerasimchuk. 

My life became much more intensive and interesting after my 
visit to Milwaukee. HP company has a very good reputation 
indeed, as you told me. But my start was not successful. I'm an 
employer of INT-Center which is HP-partner in Ukraine, but 
actually I'm working alone as HP-analytical rep in Ukraine. Only 
my Vienna's supervisor Dr.Hans-Peter Schiefer and his team 
brangsus me saw real! s-aid> But the owner of the INT treats his 
people as a dirt, interesting in making money only. Let's 
imagine that I had to prompt about my salary (100$ per month), 
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waiting for several weeks for it and have nothing since August. 
yO Tate to, ENT in February, but the Pannen business- 
conversation with me concerning my duties and rights 
was took place in August! 

Unexpectedly, I was fired from INT after my German trip, 
because I offered myself to join to discussion as to the 
possible ways out of the situation with Hans-Peter and his 
boss in Vienna. Le was treated as "separate conspiracy 
behind the back of INT". It was happen moth ago. 

I think you understand me, I'm not complaining, on contrary, 
I'm happy to separate with that people from INT. It is a great 
challenge to me in my life to organize my own Company. It is not 
So easy now. 

Together with my friends - Mr.Taras Ilkun (you met him in 
Bratislava) and Ms.Yelena Kukharicheva (second, former wife of 
Nick) decided to organize one Company (ALSI - is one of the 
"working" names) which will be in charge on Aldrich business, 
and another - HELP - on HP-business here. I'm going to found the 
HELP together with my friend, who will be in charge on 
HP-service here. 

Nick Gerasimchuk had bought his one-room-flat in Kiev and 
insisted to use his flat in Kiev somehow. So, we decided to 
decorate andto furniture it to create a real office of two 

Companies. I can't imagine how to do it without my car. 

All the time, I'm keeping in mind your advises as to a 
Company foundation. Thus, all power of the both two Companies 
will be concentrated in my hands. On the other hand, in ALSI we 
decided to share our income: 

(B - (B * 0.15) - E - P) 
2 

where B - total money coming from Mr.Bob Wandler, 
Bit OF Oe spat. OLeLLOL su aAndon 
E - our indirect expenses (trips, tel-conversations 
etc. 
P - our direct expenses for purchasing chemicals 

for three equal parts. 

We gave the half of pure income to a person, who knows 
and may rely to aesource of chemicals or found a research- 
chemist we deals with. But we share all direct expenses with 
them also. There are appr. 10 - 12 persons who supply us with 
the samples. 

As I told you, we agreed with Nick Gerasimchuk during our 
Milwaukee's visit that we preserve his income from his 
agreements with chemists here up to the moment when he would get 
a constant fellowship or salary in the US. 

I think, you know that he, as well as his wife Olga are 
postgraduate fellowship students in Lawrence University of 
Kansas. So, since this September, he will not involved in 
income from all the samples we will find. But, according 
our Milwaukee's agreement, he will get 15% from my share of 
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Aldrich's business here. DESH Pe wants Dayeesmth.,. for the 
flat, I'll forward these money to him also. 

Nick's share from the samples we have collected since 
January is 6.500$ appr. 

I forced to share my income with my friends, because I'm not 
able to "digest" all 5.000 samples we have collected this year 
alone. Taras Ilkun, is doing all analytical and expert's work 
and Yelena Kukaricheva who is in charge to make search trough 
Aldrich data base and to make all lists and labels of the 
compounds. 

It would be very interesting for me to learn your opinion as 
to the principles, we put into the fundament of the ALSI. May be 
they are far from perfection but some of them were dictated by 
"historical circumstances". Practice showed that they are 
"working", so it's difficult to change then. 

I-can add at ‘the end of this quite long letter, that I'm 
missing for your and Isabel and would be very happy to learn 
SMC Semone =, aboucmeyOULre tl ifecrs current.) Chips = aplans aeevents, 
troubles etc. 

Lid mlaike COMES ic you and Isabel as at earliest 
convenience in any country I'm able to enter. 

Best personal regards, 
Sincerely yours, 

MMEE 
Andy 

YS. Merry MMtr7s A ptas Cea ; MG Lfey Wi COU 
/j f b / 





Ars. Isabel Bader Andrey Esaulenko 

ca Kiev, Ukraine, 
296i North Shepard Avenue Timoshenko 1i. ap. 80 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211 October 29. i993 
US# 

Dear Isabel, 

Happy Birthday to you! All possible good wishes for your 
family! 

Again and again, { recall the meetings with vou and 
Alfred in Milwaukee, Bratislava and Budapest. Undoubtedly 

all, of these events were remarkable in my life. They gave 
me a lot of ‘f00d for my brain to learning both myself and 
persons [ have Known as well. 

There are a lot of persons dreaming to become a rich 

ones. They think that if they will Fet a great deal of 

money, they will get everything or about everything 

There are a Lot Ore Becre Loni, theater’s and movie’s 

compositions devoted to t he Subject. Undoubtedly, this is 

an ancient question and ma be quite banal one. So, I have 

no intention to join to ne discussion, 

But one thing to Know about experience of other people, 

and another to generate attitude of my own. 

Nobody, but your family gave me the most powerful 

example which enrich this quite common point with many 
important detaiis. 

The weeK in Milwaukee showed me that both you and Al#red 

have very intensive and even hard teme of life. i’m 

fascinated by the total energy of Bader’s family. I wish you 

to stay on this “energetic” level for many many years. 

I Know the person in Kiev who is very proud that he 

operates With hundreds thousand dollars and all the time he 

is talKing about his profit. 

I remember how Alfred all the time told me about you as 

the greatest treasure in his life. This makes me to pay 

more attention for my wife also by the way. 

I’m looking for our meeting again. 

[ wish you all possible the best. 

Ja epely yours, 

(S. best rege reds fer MDlred 





Dr. Alfred R. Bader 

2961 North Shepard Avenue 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211 

July 29, 1993 

Dr. Andrey Esaulenko 
Timoshenko 11, ap. 80 
Kiev, The Ukraine 

Dear Andy: 

Thank you so much for your fax of July 27, copy of which I return to you. As you 
will see, my reason for preferring letters is because so often in faxes individual lines 
get very hard to read. 

Bob Wandler is doing exceedingly well, and I am sure that he is doing his very best 
to pay you within a few days after receiving the samples. However, so often there 

are delays on the way, particularly at Aldrich Chemie in Germany. 

Best wishes. 

As always, 

Enclosure 





FROM : Dr. A.N. Esaulenko PHONE NO. : 6444133138 

Dr. Alfred R.Bader Andrey Esaulenko 
Kiev, Ukraine, 

2961 North Shepard Avenue Timoshenko 11, ap.80 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211 July 27, 1993 

UBA 

Dear Alfred, 

Thank you very much for your letter (July 3). I get it last 
Saturday. De hope you have Feturm te Milwaukee frem England 
safety. I'm mieging for you and Teahel and happy to got any nowc 
from you. Looking forward to meet you here next year and show you 
all possible things. 

Ioonéwer heeitated, as to the Bob Wandlerle reliability. 

Neani¢tn my Praliahk in nat gqaad, T falt him an a dacant§ pareen, 
when visit Milwaukee. That was the reason why we were able to 
Gollect more than 4@.uuu of the new samples here since this 
TANnUA ry. 

T oot my aAnbr. 1.009 G in Pehruarv but. have inveated 
eracticallvy all the sum for the develerpment ef eur business here 
eud m2 puns au @uisann Ga an ok me OT line ee ektn tn opin it 
if I was not convinced in Bob's honesty. He is very kind, honest 
ana Cooperative Pefrevl au 4 SU pos CY Bp wey we dauwaiit es Sunuice 

vacation with kim and Ann ones upon a time. 

So, I like him as a human being and business partner. But I 
have baan filling your absence in Aidrich all the time. 

T meade Dekel ew TIF ilo omunglouv with thogo aamploc. honanca 

$t ls net sv easy to Aldrich to pay all the money at once. I'm 
realizing also that his job is not to pay me for the samples 
only, but to sell them to his customers mainly. Otherwiee Bob 
will be fired out. 

You gave my address to you friend J.J.Elkin - thank you. 
Naturally, I'll do my best to help him, but T'm afraid to rely to 
our people here. I faced with such a situations. If somebody 
assure me that he is able to supply a partner with smth. and than 
do nething, I'll share a part of his irresponsibility also. Rut 
in all business transactions, I'm thinking about my good nane, 
first of all. Because money Ls powerful instrument only. I think, 
human relations are of the most important in our life. There is 
no one peraen on the Earth who ie abla to maet more than 25.000 
new people in his life for even 5 minutes conversation, but the 
average number is not more than »5.vuuuU. So, I regard, Lhatl Tf 
should appreciate every human contact, because it is a real 
value. I feel you hold with me. 

I would be very glad to get your reply and to learn your 
schedule for the nearest future, 

All possible beet regarda for you and Isabel, 
Sincerely yours, 

(Ab re 

P@1 
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Dr. Alfred R.Bader Andrey Esaulenko 
c/o Ing.V.Matous Kiev, Ukraine, 

Timoshenko 11, ap.80 
vy¥yzkumny ustav June 7, 1993 
Organych syntéz fax: (044) 413-31-38 

532 18 PARDUBICE - RYBITVI 
Fax: 42 40 40682 

Dear Alfred, 

It was great pleasure to me to receive your cordial letter 
LrOmeAprily2o, 1993.5 Thanksvou. 

You formulated some very important, living items concerning 
our life and our business here, which I had felt intuitively. I 
completely share your point of view. 

When I had come back to Kiev from US, I told to my friends 
about your (and Isabel) unique, very subtle sense of human's 
personality. You confirmed it ones again, when mentioned my 
disposition to share ownership of business with my best friends. 
I had some chances to make sure that it is quite dangerous, as 
well as the dictatorship manners of head of an enterprise. 

What a pity, that I have no chance to meet both you and 
Isabel somewhere in Czech Republic this year. I'm practically, 
"pinned down" in Kiev now. Tomorrow, my mother-in-law is going to 
go to hospital to get very serious surgical operation. So, I do 
hope to be available only in July. 

I was happy to learn that you have strong intention to visit 
us next year. I think, I'm able to provide you with decent 
boarding and lodging here. When you come, I'm going to guide you 
in Kiev, in Moscow and St.Petersburg. I offer you May - first 
part of June, as the best period of year-time. 

I know you aS avery good speaker and I'm sure that your 
lectures here will be successful. But may I ask you to send 
me the list of topics. I should prepare all things in advance. 

Our business with Aldrich runs good, we have sent about 
2.500 of new samples this year. But it was 1,5 month delay in 
Stainheim owing to Dr.A.Griesinger vacation, so Bob Wandler have 
got problems to receive them. Today I'm waiting for Bob's call 
about the destiny of the samples. I send some new ones today via 
DHL-service directly to Milwaukee. If everything will be OK, we 
will use this channel only. 

Have a good trip! 

All good wishes to you and Isabel. Best regards to 

Mr.V.Matous, 
Sincerely yours, 

Andy 
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Pr. Alfred R.Bader Andrey Esaulenko 
o/o Ing.V.Matous Kiev, Ukraine, 

Timoshenko 11, ap.80 
V¥zkumny ustav June 7, 1993 
Organych syntéz fax: (044) 413-31-38 

532 18 PARDUBICE - RYBITVI 
Fax: 42 40 40682 

Dear Alfred, 

It was great pleasure to me to receive your cordial letter 
from April 29, 1993. Thank you. 

You formulated gome very important, living items concerning 

our life and our business here, which I had felt intuitively. I 

completely share your point of view. 

When I had come back to Kiev from US, I told to my friends 

about your (and Isabel) unique, very subtle sense of human's 

personality. You confirmed it ones again, when mentioned my 

disposition to share ownership of business with my best friends. 

I had some chances to make sure that it is quite dangerous, as 

well as the dictatorship manners of head of an enterprise. 

What a pity, that I have no chance to meet both you and 

Isabel somewhere in Czech Republic this year. I'm practically, 

"pinned down" in Kiev now. Tomorrow, my mother-in-law is going to 

go to hospital to get very serious sur ical operation. So, I do 

hope to be available only in July. 

Towac happy tA learn that vou have strong intention to visit 

us next year. I think, I'm able to provide you with decent 

boarding and lodging here. When you come, I'm going to guide you 

in Kiev, in moscow aid St.Petersburg. I offer you May - Firat 

part of June, as the hest period of year-time, 

I know you as a very good speaker and I'm sure that your 

lectures here will be successful. But may I ask you to send 

me the list of topics. I should prepare all things in advance. 

Our business with Aldrich runs good, we havo sent about 

2.500 of new samples this year. But it was 1,5 month delay in 

Stainheim owing to Dr.A.Griesinger vacation, so Bob Wandler have 

got problems to receive them. Today I'm waiting for Bob's call 

about the destiny of the samples. I send some new ones today via 

DHL-service directly to Milwaukee. If everything will be OK, we 

will use this channel only. 

Have a good trip! 

All good wishes to you and Isabel. Best regards to 

Mr.V,Matous, 
Sincerely yours, 

Mw O 

Andy = 





Dr. Alfred Bader 

2961 North Shepard Avenue 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 33211 

April 29, 1993 

Dr. Andrey Esaulenko 

Timoshenko 11, ap. 80 

Kiev, Ukraine 

Dear Andy: 

I appreciate your wonderful birthday greetings, sent in two separate faxes, one to my 

home and one to my office, more than I can tell you. 

I believe that my desire to help people is really due to three factors: I am married 

to such a wonderful woman. Secondly, my mother was a wonderfully giving person 
who, sadly, gave away everything she had so that there was nothing left by the time 

she was sent to Theresienstadt. Thirdly, when I was a kid in England and Canada a 
great many people helped me, and when you receive such help you are not likely to 
forget. 

Of course, I have thought hard what would really be best for you as a person. You 

will say that there are a good many people like you in the Ukraine, but I don’t 

believe that. You combine intelligence with goodness, charm and hard work, and 
few people have all. 

The key answer about what to recommend to you depends on what will happen to the 

Ukraine. If the Ukraine will turn into a reasonably democratic, reasonably 
capitalistic country, then I would strongly advise you to start your own company and 
retain total ownership of that company, entirely in your own hands. If, on the other 
hand, the Ukraine will revert to a dictatorship, then you might be better off as a key 
employee of a western company such as Hewlett-Packard. 

Of course, were I still influential at Sigma-Aldrich I would recommend most strongly 
to the company that they try to make you manager of Sigma-Aldrich Ukraine. 





Dr. Alfred Bader 

2961 North Shepard Avenue 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 33211 

Dr. A. Esaulenko -2- April 29, 1993 

I know that you are such a good person that your first inclination when considering 
starting your own company will be to share ownership in that company with your 
best friends. I understand your thinking, and yet I would urge you against it because 
a split ownership of a small company makes it so very difficult to run. By all means 

treat the people working with you very well financially, but keep ownership of the 

company in your own hands until it has grown quite substantially. 

Also, do not quit your present job working for Hewlett-Packard. Undoubtedly, you 

can do a very good job for them and yet also begin working for your own company, 
without any conflict of interest. This exactly what I did in 1951, and I did a really 

good job for PPG while slowly building Aldrich. You have so much energy that you 

would be able to do well for both. 

Isabel and I will be on the continent from June Ist to the 22nd, being in Wurzburg 
on June 3-4, in Berlin 5-7, and in the Czech Republic from the 8th--16th. On the 

17th-18th we will be in Vienna, and then travel to Frankfurt, whence we will fly 
back to England on the 22nd. It would give us great pleasure if we could meet either 

in Prague or in Vienna. 

Also, next year we should seriously consider a trip to Kiev, Moscow and St. 
Petersburg; to Kiev to visit our best friend, you; to Moscow just to look, and St. 

Petersburg to visit one of the greatest museums in the world. Of course, you know 

that I would be happy to give lectures both in chemistry and art wherever I am asked. 

I keep hearing good reports from Bob Wandler about the compounds from you and 

Nick. As you know, Bob is a really sincere, good person who will do his very best 

to work with you. 

All good wishes, and again many thanks. 

Sincerely, 

c: Mr. Robert Wandler 









Dr. Alfred Bader 

2961 North Shepard Avenue 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 33211 

April 22, 1993 

Dr. A. Esaulenko 

c/o Hewlett-Packard GmbH 
Lieblgasse 1 

A1222 Vienna 

Austria 

Dear Andy: 

Thank you so much for your kind birthday wishes. 

Isabel and I plan to be in the Czech Republic the 8th through the 15th of June, and 

then in Vienna on the 16th and 17th. 

Is there any chance that we might meet? It will be such fun to see you again. 

Bob Wandler tells me that he so enjoys hearing both from you and Nicolai. 

All good wishes. 

Sincerely, 





Hewlett-Packard Ges.m.b.H. 
Lieblgasse 1 

A-1222 Wien 
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Dr. Alfred Bader 

2961 North Shepard Avenue 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 3321] 

March 18, 1993 

Dr. Andrey Esaulenko 

c/o Prof. Dr. Andor Jozsef 

Eros J., u. 4 (IVe/16) 

H6723 Szeged 

Hungary 

Dear Andy: 

I am so happy to have your letter of February 15 and the many enclosures, and to 
know that Mrs. Andor is now very much better. 

I think that you did the right thing in sending that useful information to David Harvey 

and to the other executives, without mentioning my name. 

I am particularly happy that you were able to find more than 700 compounds for the 

Library, which Professor Andor will bring to Steinheim. Now that you know Bob 

Wandler, you will be assured that he will handle them very carefully and arrange for 

the money transfer, promptly. 

My travel schedule between now and August is as follows: 

March 20--26 Lecture tour through Georgia and the Carolinas 

April 11--16 Lecture tour through Michigan and Ohio 

May 3-4 Trip to Sigma-Aldrich annual meeting 
May 14--20 Lecture tour to Massachusetts 
May 21-June 1 England and Scotland; partly at our English home, 52 

Wickham Avenue, Bexhill-on-Sea, East Sussex TN39 3ER, 

England, and partly lecturing in Scotland 

June 1--5 Travel through Germany, lecturing at the University of 

Wiirzburg on the 3rd and 4th 

June 5--8 Berlin, lecturing at the University of Berlin 





Dr. Alfred Bader 

2961 North Shepard Avenue 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211 

Dr. Andrey Esaulenko 

March 18, 1993 
Page Two 

June 8--16 Czech Republic, travelling with Ing. V. Matous, Polska 1332, 
530 03 Pardubice, Czech Republic (home address), fax 42 40 

40682 (VUOS) 
June 16--22 © Mostly in Vienna, c/o Dr. Paul L6w-Beer, Zwerngasse 17, 

A1170 Vienna, Austria, telephone 43 1 765 9664 

June 22--July 26 Bexhill, telephone 44 424 222 223 

Andy, we now know that we have really good friends in Kiev, and perhaps you will 

allow us to visit you and give some lectures in Kiev, next year. 

All good wishes. 

Sincerely, 





Dr. Alfred R.Bader g Aw 
Mrs. Isabel Bader Andrey Esaulenko 

Kiev, Ukraine, 
2961 North Shepard Avenue Timoshenko 11, ap.80 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211 February 15,1993 

USA 

Dear Isabel and Alfred, 

More than month ago we said "good bye" to each other at the bus 
terminal in Milwaukee. It wasn’t so easy for me to realize the results of 
our (with Kolia) visit. 

When we started from Kiev our trip,I thought that ABC-library samples 
searching has short prospects in our country, because of competitive 
activity of Dutch "Specs" company. But during my back flight I realized 
that I had been transformed from a pessimist to an optimist as to this kind 
of business. As a_ result of this mood of mine was more than 700 of new 
excellent compounds set for ABC-library. I do hope that Bob will get them. 
It is very important step for developing of our activity here. 

Since that time when I came back, it was learned that "Du _ poynt’, 
"ICI", Jannssen Chimica" companies have their representative offices in 
Ukraine. I have sent this information to Mr. J.Nagarkatti, Mr.Clinton 
Lane, and Mr.Robert Gorzek via Mr.Bob Wandler’s fax. 

The foundation of the correspondent legal representation (of any 
kind) of SAF-corporation in Moscow (or/and) in Kiev may bring a good profit 
for the company. I was asked many times by various synthetic chemists:"Is 
it Pessee to get an order for 100 - 1000 g amounts of the compounds I 
able to produce?" But it is not so easy to ship them from even Hungary, 
because they look like drugs. On the other hand nobody believes that these 
compounds have no commercial value. 

The other side of the medal is that there are a lot of high-scale 
chemists here, who have no intention to leave our country, but who are not 
able to treat their families well in the hyper-inflation conditions. The 
are dreaming about foreign company orders. But I’m not able to help them 
because of illegal form of our activity. 

But I’m sure that the main result of the visit of mine was to have a 
ood chance to communicate with both of you, to see your way of life, to 
earn about your problems. Unfortunately, I nave not so much power to _ help 
you, but please, "don’t hesitate to bother me" if you will think that [’'m 
able to do smth. for you. If you will get intention to visit our country, 
to visit Hermitage in St.Petersburg or other place in the former USSR 
region I will be your guide and do my _ best to provide you the best 
conditions in Kiev, Moscow, St.Petersburg or other places. Please, trust 
me. 

In the meantime, if I will get any information about Dutch paintings 
(15-16 century) in our country I will send you a correspondent sign for 
you. 

All the best. Sincerely yours, 

P.S. Could you send me your appr. schedule for some months forward. Thank 
you! 
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To: Dr. Alfred R.Bader From: Andrey Esaulenko 
Mrs. Isabel Bader 

2961 North Shepard Avenue Kiev, Ukraine, 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211 Timoshenko 11, ap.80 

FAX: 414 962-83-22 FAX: 011 7 044 413-31-38 
USA 
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Concerning the prospects of chemical business in the former 

USSR region and in Ukraine. 

Introduction 

The USSR consisted from 15 republics of different size and 
industry development. The fact is that the chemical plants, 
institutes and universities are located quite irregularly. The 
main part of them are concentrated in (or near) big cities. The 
most advanced regions are: 

- European part of Russia, Moscow and St.-Petersburg 
region first of all. Some big cities like Rostov-on-Don, 
Saratov, N.Novgorod. The big cities of central part of 
Siberia: Novosibirsk, Ufa, Ecaterinburg etc. 

- Ukraine region. Kiev-city, central eastern region 

(Dnepropetrovsk-city) Donbass-region, Odessa-city. 

- Some capitals of the former Soviet republics, such as 
Tashkent, Tblilisi, Minsk, Riga, Erevan. 

Ukraine. General aspects and some specific features. 

First of all, some geographical peculiarities. Square - 

comparative with France (603.700 km ).Population - 51.8 million 
(1990 y). Capital - Kiev-city (2.6 M). Number of cities - 436, 
among them 8 with more than 1 million. Population involved in 
labor - 25.609 K. More than 600 K of them deals with chemistry 
or chemical industry. 

Ukraine is a country with sound level of education. More 

than 3.6 M persons have got their higher education - the highest 

level in Europe £6r) 910.000) sinhabitants. There are 174 

institutes and universities in the country. Chemistry as a 

discipline is running in more than 150 of them. It means that 

they have chemical departments or at least chairs of general 

chemistry. 

Traditionally, Ukraine is one of the most important regions 

in the former Soviet Union Region (FSUR). It can be compared with 

California in USA or Quebec in Canada. It is republic with 

powerful chemical industry. There are 154 factories and plants 

involved in chemical branches of industry. Among them: 64 

chemical plants, 22 fertilizer plants, 27 oil and oil-refining 

plants, 41 involved in medicine and pharmacology plants. The 

largest chemical one involves more than 20 K of employers. 

Potential consumers/producers of chemicals. 

There are several types of consumers/producers of chemicals 

in every region: 

1.Hundreds of plants and factories dealing with not only 
bulk chemicals, but with small quantities of substances 
for analytical purposes also. Our experience shows that 
typical lab in a chemical plant is quite poor equipped 
and needs different types of standard chemicals 

regularly. 
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2.More than hundred of research institutes dealing with 
applied branches of chemical industry such as: institute 
of gas, oil, sugar, alcohol, wood, steel, agricultural, 
biochemical, microbiological, food etc. These 
organizations base their researches on imported 
chemicals, as a rule. 

3.There are some tens of so called "academician institutes" 
in FSUR. They belong to the republic's Academies of 
Science and dealing with fundamental branches of 
chemistry, biology, medicine and other branches of 
science as well. There is no equivalent structure in 
the United States. Unfortunately, the problem of 
chemicals is very urgent there too. There are a_ lot of 
high-scale chemists there they are continuing their 
synthetic work. Most of them are ready to organize 
manufacturing of chemicals some times even in 
kilo-quantities. 

4.Great deal of fundamental researches are carried out in 

hundreds Universities and so called "educational" 

institutes such as Polytechnic ones. 

These institutions are traditionally the main consumers of 
chemicals and chemical equipment. But the new potential consumer 
has appeared now. 

The fact is that practically, there is no network of 
environmental monitoring in the FSUR yet. The situation is too 
heavy in many parts of the country. Very often the centers of 
chemical industry such as Donbass-region (like the Ruhr in 
Germany), Ufa-city are zones of environmental disaster. At the 
same time, there is a great lack of modern analytical equipment 
(GC/MS, GC/HPLC, AAS, ICP-MS etc.) in the FSUR in general. On 
the other hand, some founds in Europe exists (for example PHARE) 
which are ready to give a sound financial support for the 
national environmental programs in FSUR. It is known that some 
world-scale leaders in analytical equipment (Hewlett-Packard, 
Perkin-Elmer, Shimadzu, Beckmann etc.) began to fight for the 
orders to supply the potential network of environmental labs 
with their equipment. All the types of these devices is sure to 
supply with pure chemicals. 

That's why one can expect the appearance of this 5th type of 
consumer of chemicals in the region and Ukraine especially. 

Every type of the consumer/producer has its own features 
concerning professional skill of personnel, their solvency and 
type of the chemicals they need and which they are able to 
produce. 

Some demerits of the market and possibilities to overcome them. 

The capacity of the market of chemicals is huge but at least 
three main problems are important: 

- different mentality of the customers in compare with 
their western colleagues (different habits and customs) 
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- comparatively unstable financial and legal situation in 
the FSUR. 

- comparatively low solvency of the consumers (in hard 

currency ) 

The last problem seems to be of the most importance, because 
the fact is that all of the FSUR-countries are in depression 
now. But some money will be undoubtedly spent to settle 
environmental problems, for scientific items, quality control of 
food products and, therefore for chemicals and lab equipment 
every year. It may be, at least, three possible sources of 
money for the customers of chemicals. 

- First of all, there was an information from mass media about 
billions dollars on bank accounts of national plants and 
factories abroad. 

- The second source is various founds which used to support 
some national programs in eastern Europe and are going to do 

the same in the former Soviet Union region. 

- The problem of converting of the national currency is 
very serious, but can be solved principally now via 
exchanges. 

On the other hand, such company like Sigma-Aldrich-Fluka, 
may be interested in manufacturing of some hazard or difficult 
chemicals in small scale in the FSUR. One of the most attractive 
feature of the market is extremely low prices for any kind of 
human activity in the region. The salary which equivalent to 
$100 per month is very attractive money for the vast majority of 
population. So; it will turned to be reasonable for 
Sigma-Aldrich-Fluka, to send some initial chemicals for their 
3-5 stage derivatization to smb. in FSUR and then, to ship the 
product back. The conversations with various synthetic chemists 
have revealed a grate interest to this potential form of 
cooperation. But the main problem is how to organize the legal 
shipping of chemicals in even hundred-gram quantities? 

The lack of currency is very serious, but not insoluble 
problem here. 

The situation in legislative spheres is quite instable now 
indeed, but the multi-year experience of some foreign companies 
(Hewlett-Packard - 25 years in Moscow!) shows the possibility to 

deal with FSUR - partners. 

The true solution of these two problems, as well as_ the 
problem of overcoming the differences in mentality between two 
sides can be provided by staff of Sigma-Aldrich office here. 

So all of the mentioned problems are serious but can be 

solved undoubtedly. 
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Possible competitors 

- national competitors 

Several years ago the prices for chemicals were too low in 

the USSR. The "Sojusreactiv" was the only organization for 

supplying the chemical science and industry with substances. But 

even in that times their compounds were available for chemis 

not more than 8-12% from the total list of 10.000. The main 

part of the starting materials Soviet chemists were managed to 

make themselves, spending some times a year or even more. But at 

the same time it indicates that they have a correspondent 

equipment, some stocks of chemicals in reserve. 

Now the situation in the region looks like a "Starvation of 

chemicals". Some cooperative organization gowned up on the base 

of big universities and institutes. The prices for national 

chemicals became comparable to the foreign ones, but that 

hundreds of substances in their catalogs are not able to 

saturate the market. The problem of shipment is also insoluble 

for these small enterprises. 

- foreign competitors 

As to the foreign companies, "Yanssen Chimica" (general 

sponsor of international chemical conference in Odessa in 1990) 

which founded their office in Odessa (Ukraine) on 1990. There 

are "ICI" and "Du Pont de Nemours" offices in Kiev now. There 

was an information that "Merk" company founded their 

representation in Kiev's Toxicology Institute. The high rank 

manager of "Merk" company have investigated the chemical market 

in Kiev this January. During his visit to the Kiev's state 

University chemical department he said to the authorities: "We 

are looking for the bulk chemicals here". There was presentation 

of the Dutch "Bio-Specs" company in Kiev's Institute of Organic 

Chemistry last autumn. The more and more information have come 

about chemists who make an order for a foreign chemical company. 

Some of them have advertised to us for the GC/MS analysis of the 

products. In that way, the process of introduction of the 

foreign chemical companies in the region is in progress now. 

Why the great sense exist to found a representation of SAF not 

only in Russia, but in Ukraine too? 

1. Ukraine is one of the biggest European countries. 

2. Ukraine has his own currency and conduct independent 

financial policy, so it will be the big problem to overcome 

Russian and Ukrainian bureaucracy together. 

3. The capacity of Ukrainian market is comparative with Russian 

one, because Ukraine is saturated by chemical plants. 

4. It is wellknown, that political and psychological factors 

play a very important role in business. It will be much more 

easy for SAF to cooperate with Ukrainian or Baltic customers via 

Kiev's office, not Moscow's one, because these countries 

proclaimed their independence, independence from Russia first of 

ali 
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5. Competitive situation in Ukraine now. "Janssen Chimica" in 
Odessa, "Merk" and "Du pont" are already in Kiev: if authorities 
of an institute began to cooperate with "Merk" it is very 
difficult to switch them to SAF later. 

6. We have a 3 years of successful business contacts with 
"Aldrich" Chemical company. Our crew consists of appr. dozen of 
Ph.D-scale chemists from various chemical institutes in Kiev. 
Since 1990 we have shipped more than 3000 of the compounds in 
0.1 - 2 g quantities for Sigma-Aldrich Rare chemicals library. 
More than 80% of them we collected from Kiev-city. More than 90% 
- from Ukraine. Owing to this activity we have communicated with 
tens of our colleagues from various chemical institutes. We were 
asked many times: "Is it possible to get an order for bulk 
(100-1000 g amounts) of the compounds I'm able to produce?" 
We have sent about 12 bulk compounds for Aldrich last year, but 
it was typical smuggling. Most of this products looked like 
drugs, and nobody believes that they have no commercial value. 

7. There are a lot of high-scale chemists here, who have no 
intention to leave our country, but who are not able to treat 
their families well in hyper-inflation conditions. They are 
dreaming about orders, but it is not so easy for us to help 
them, because of semi-legal form of our activity. 

Conditions for office foundation in Kiev. 

According to the enclosed materials, the Ukrainian laws 
promote the foreign companies activities. 

We met with ICI-reps in their Ukrainian office. They rent 
100 m in the hotel "Zhovtneva" in center of Kiev for 70.000$ per 
year. The rent prices for the foreign company offices are 
within 50-80$ per m per month. There are several companies in 
Kiev dealing with office-problems settlement for foreign firms. 
It takes about 1 month and cost 2.500$. 

But the most inexpensive way is to found a joint venture 
with a share (may be 100%) of foreign money. "Janssen Chimica" 
have gone this way. In this case, the rent expenses as well as 
keeping ones can be reduced in several times. Another way may be 
to rent some rooms in a Chemical Institute in Kiev. We know very 
well director of Bioorganic Chemistry Institute - academician 
Valery P.Kuhar who is, at the same time, Vise-President of the 
Ukrainian Academy of Science. We are sure that he is able to 
help SAF this question in the most inexpensive way. 

Conclusions. 

Traditionally, Moscow was the center of the USSR and great 
sense exist even now to found "SAF" offices both in Moscow (for 
Russia and Middle East countries) and in Kiev for Ukraine, 
Belorussia and Baltic countries. Cooperation of these groups 
will provide SAF advantages in FSUR. 

So, we offer to join the "Sigma-Aldrich-Fluka" to the 
competition with "Merk", "Janssen Chimica", eDOs Pont. 
"Bio-Specs" etc. in our country. We know several well-skilled 
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chemists personally, who are ready and able to make a crew of 
"Sigma-Aldrich-Fluka" office in Ukraine. 

We are sure that the foundation of correspondent legal 
representation (of any kind) of SAF-corporation in Moscow 
(or/and) in Kiev may bring a good profit for the company. 

Would you be kind enough to let us know your thinking as’ to 
the subject. If you need an additional information, don't 
hesitate to bother us. Our coordinates in Kiev are: 

Dr.Andrey N.Esaulenko 252212, Kiev, Ukraine, Timoshenko 11, 
ap. o Oma x Olle OM 4a So Sno Sr 

We are looking forward to continued cooperation. With the 
best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, 

Gus Dr. Andrey N.Esaulenko 

a Senior Researcher, GC/MS Chromatography 
(Ukrainian Research Institute of 
Alcohol and Food Biotechnology) 

I Dr. Taras G.Ilkun 

Assistant Professor 
(Kiev's T.Shevchenko state University 

Chemical department) 





Legal & Tax Update 
ies: a SU es eS Be 

Ukraine’s Foreign Investment 

Law Shows Promise 

The recently passed Ukrainian foreign investment 

law should facilitate operations of Western com- 

panies, notably as regards registration, taxation 

and investment protection. 

Western firms are likely to see an improved in- 

vestment climate in the Ukraine following the recent 

publication of the law “On Foreign Investment” 

(passed by the Supreme Soviet in Kiev on March 13, 

1992). A distinct feature of the law is the very short 

period of time (three days compared with 30 days in 

Russia) within which the Ministry of Finance is 

obliged to complete registration. Putting this regula- 

tion in practice will be a challenging task, however. 

Easy registration procedure? 

The list of documents required for registration is 

probably the shortest in the CIS: just two copies of 

the application form containing information on vol- 

umes, forms, periods and target of investment, legal 

name and status of the proposed company, as well as 

citizenship of the investor and its representatives in 

the Ukraine. Furthermore, this deadline can be ex- 

tended to 15 days if a Western investor seeks addi- 

tional—mainiy tax—benefits; these apply to priority 

investment sectors or to individual projects de- 

veloped in conjunction with the Cabinet of M
inisters 

of the Ukraine. 

According to the new Ukrainian law, the rights of 

Western investors are similar to those found in most 

former Soviet republics. Firms can establish joint 

ventures or fully owned subsidiaries, acquire exist- 

ing enterprises, own shares and intellectual property 

in enterprises jointly with Ukrainian economic 

agents, acquire mobile and immobile assets as well 

as obtain Jand use rights and natural resource con- 

cessions (up to 99 years). 

Partnership certificates, shares and other se- 

curities (including government securities) can be 

bought by foreign investors for hard currency or for 

“local” currency (i.e. rubles or grivnas). But in cases 

where the investment is in local currency, then the 

funds have to be sourced via “Ukrainian economic 

Business Eastern Europe 

participation’ 
activities.” The same principle governs 

ag and auc- 
of Western firms in competitive bidet 

tions. This regulation aims to restrict Western pur- 

chases of property for rubles or grivnas with monies 

derived solely through hard currency obtained at 

official forex rates which are—according to offi- 

cials—detrimental to the domestic economy. 

Enterprises with foreign investment can engage ir 

any activities foreseen in their statutory documents 

except for those that are forbidden by existing law: 

(for instance, production and distribution of illega 

drugs, weapons, etc.). Insurance companies and se 

curity brokers must, however, get a special licens: 

from the Ministry of Finance and banking institt 

tions from the National Bank of the Ukraine. 

In general, foreign-owned businesses are COT 

sidered equal to domestic organizations before th 

law. But there are additional benefits. Ventures wil 

more than 20% foreign ownership and fully owne 

foreign subsidiaries are exempt from corporate tz 

for a period of five years, three years if in tl 

wholesale and retail trade sectors, and two years 

involved in agency and brokerage activities. 

As elsewhere, assets brought in as contributions 

statutory capital are free from customs duties a! 

import taxes. The same rule applies to imports 

manufactured goods, raw materials, semifinish 

products, components, spare parts and so forth us 

by JVs for their own needs. Also, expatriates wo 

ing in the Ukraine are not subject to customs dut 

and import taxes when importing their personal » 

longings. Some other tax preferences are expectec 

be granted in the near future when the governm 

completes the streamlining of taxation regulation 

Liberal export-import license regime 

Joint ventures and fully owned subsidiaries 

not subject to export-import licensing when exp: 

ing goods and services of their own productio! 

importing them for their own needs; otherw 

about 200 goods are subject to licensing. Repa 

tion of income, profit and other foreign exchi 

proceeds connected with foreign investment is g 

anteed, after paying a 15% dividend tax. Local 

rency investment income can be used not on! 

buy hard currency in the domestic forex market 

also to buy goods and export them free of licer 

requirements. If this regulation is confirmed by 

plementing documents, countertrade operatiol 

the Ukraine will be easier to arrange. 

An unprecedented feature of the Ukra' 
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Janssen Pharmaceuticalaan 3 - B-2440 Geel, Belgium - Tel.: 014/60.42.00 - Telex: 34.103 - Telefax: 014/60.42.20 

Aoporue coBetckue KOAAeru! 

®upma "AHCCeH XUMiKa", OTACAeCHH2 = gupmsi «= "AHCCeH = Papmalie@BTuKa" 

(BeAbrua), OAWH U3 BEAYUWMX NMPOUSBOAUTeEACM XKMUYECKUX PeakKTUBOb AAA 

Ha YUHbIX HCCACAOBaHU, MPOMbIWIAGHHOCTU, C@AbCKOFO XO3AMCTBa, MEAMUVHbI UH 

o6paz0BaHua GyAeT pada CTaTb Bawum HaAexitbiM AMapTHEpOM MU NOCTARAATb 

Bam xumuyeckue peakTuBbl. Kaxapid u3 10.000 Hallux BbICOKOKAYCCTHEHI LIX 

Nnpoayktos GyseT noctaBAeH Bam B KpaTyanuine Cpoku. Bnepsble Bbi Nonysaere 

BO3MOXHOCTb Mpuobpectu Hally NpOAYKUMW 3a AWO YO UMenUyocA y Bac Bair y, 

B TOM YNCAe 3a COBeTCKHe PyOAN NO AOTOBOPHbIM WeHaM. 

B 3Tom Bam nomoxet MoaoaexHoe mpeanpusarue "777", KoTopoe peanu3y- 

eT Hally NPOAYKUMW Ha TeppuTopun CCCP. 

flo BCeM UHTepecywulum Bac BONpocaM, BKAKYaH LEHbI B PYOARX, oObeMbI 
UW CDGKY ISCTaAKU, POCUM OOpalafbhCA NO arpecy: 

MoAOAexHoe Nmpeanpnstve "777", oe 
MDGACTaBUTeAb “AHCCEN AuMMKa" CCCP 
270080, r.9necca YepHomenckasi AO 
Tenedonbt (0482) 61-87-81, 65-30-54 
Teaemakc ( O4e 5-30-54 
TEACKC 23 i 
TACT abit 

7 

pora, 9&6 

AGH SIMA Moa f Y3HC 
Buue~ Ine svacet 
FAHCCEH AMMUKA 

C HavAYYWUMN 11 

Dear Saviet Colleagues, 

"Janssen Chimica", division of “Janssen Pharmaceutica" (Belgium), one 

of the major producers of chemical interinediates for research, indus- 

try, agriculture, medicine and education would be pleased ta become 

your reliable partner for researci chemicais. Any high quality cheii- 

cal out of 10.000 products we are producing can be delivered to you in 

the shortest time. It is for the first time that you get the chance to 

purchase our products for any currency you have available including 

Soviet roubles at the contract price. 

The Youth Enterpise "777" that acts as our distributor in the USSR 

will assist you in realizing your plans. 

For all the information including prices in roubles, volume and terms 

of delivery, please, contact: 

Youth Enterprise "777" outh Enterpris¢ ica" in the USSR. 
the Representative of "Janssen Chim 
86, Chernomorska ya doroga, 270080, Odessa, 
Phones: (0482) 61-87-81, 65-30-54 
Fax 0482) 65-30-54 
Telex: 32240 CROWN SU 
Teletype: 232361 KHIMIK 

Best regards, PaulGevens 
Vice-Presigént 
Janssen Chimica 

Chemical division of Janssen Pharmaceutica N.V. H.R.T. 4203, VAT: 403.834.160 

Registered office: Turnhoutseweg 30, B-2340 Beerse Belgium P.R.: 000-0003331-33 





CAUCRIReLlCeUL bau eMse tay ot er Ae 

Name: Andrey Nickolaevich Esaulenko 

Address: 11 Timoshenko Street, Apt. 80, 

Kiev-254212, Ukraine 

Telephone/FAX: (044) 413-31-38 

Born: December 28, 1959, Yalta (Crimea) USSR 

Education: 1977-1982 

Graduated from the Kiev State T.G.Shevchenko 
University (Chemical faculty). 
Diploma topic:"Tetraamine complexes of nickel(II) and 
copper(II) with tetraethynylboron(1-) anion." 

Employments: 1982-1988 

Physical Chemistry Institute (Ukrainian Academy of 
Science). Boron-containing compounds laboratory of 
bioinorganic division. In 1987 took his higher 
degree in inorganic chemistry field. Topic of 
thesis:"Tetraamine complexes of nickel(II) and 
copper(II) with tetraethynylboron(1-) anion." 

LISS — 199 1) 

Bioorganic Chemistry Institute (Ukrainian Academy of 
Science). Vitamins D-chemistry division. Field of 
interests: HPLC home-made systems in preparative and 
analytical applications of steroids. Created HPLC 
home-made system for HPLC-columns (0 2-22 mm) 
packing, testing and application in preparative and 
analytical aspects. Developed some HPLC-techniques on 
fat-soluble vitamins (A,D-3,E) and ergosterol 
determinations. 

ILS) iL Seys} 

Institute of Alcohol and Food Product Technologies. 
Developed some techniques on HP GC 5890/MSD 5970 for 

| - traces analysis in alcohols and vodkas. 
| 

Spoken languages: Russian, Ukranian, English 

Publications: 
| 6 articles and 4 reports in conferences . devoted 

synthesis, X-Ray, IR, UV-VIS, and multi-nuclear NMR 
investigations of tetraamine complexes of nickel(ITI) 
and copper(II) with tetraethynylboron(1-) anion. 
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Joint-stock Company 
142432, Moscow Region, Chernogolovka 

Institutski prospekt 10, Russia 

Please address all U.S. correspondence (0: 

OCeoObems lI 92 
SYNTEST Princeton Ltd. 

SS OS AyTes Dr vec 

ge . Princeton, NJ 08540 

What _Is SYNTEST Ltd. Phone: 609 452 8771 
Fax: 609 452 0727 

SYNTEST Ltd. is a Voluntary Bssociation for Scientific Co- 

operation (VASCO) organized under the joint stock laws of Russia. 

Participation in SYNTEST Ltd. is open to any Laboratory in the 

15 post-Soviet republics that is involved in the synthesis of 

biologically active erganic compounds for pharmaceutical or 

agricultural use. 

SYNTEST Ltd. has three objectives: 

1. RESEARCH DIRECTIONS To assist Laboratories in the 

Association in remaining in the forefront of international 

developments in the synthesis of biologically active organic 

compounds. 

2. SCIENTIFIC TRAINING: To identify and promote opportunities 

for post-doctoral fellowships and sabbaticals in synthesis of 

biologically active organic compounds. 

oe FUNDING: To xepresenc Association Laboratories in 

international commerical transactions which will provide hard 

currency, scientific equipment and supplies and support for 

international travel of scientists in participating Laboratories. 

Consistent with these objectives SYNTEST Lids ais: currently 

involved in following programs: 

RESEARCH DIRECTION 

PROGRAM 1. International Scientific Collaboration. 

SYNTEST Ltd. is currently involved in a program to develop 

opportunities for increased scientific collaboration shigt) iolegulte. 

research between Association Laboratories and leading United States 

academic institutions. 

Synthestzing Biologically Active Compounds for the Pharmaceutical and Agricultural Industries 
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After meeting in Washington D.C. with the National Science 

Foundation and the National Academy of Science, the following 

approach has been developed. 

e Step 1. Laboratories contact SYNTEST Ltd. Core Node in 

Chernogolovka to learn about research projects recently funded 

in the United States by the National Science Foundation. 

© Step 2). Laboratories prepare a research proposal for joint 

scientific collaboration with a specified recrorent -OLm@a, Nor 

funded project. 

Step 34 SYNEEST Sitd., through) 2s US. ofktLice, SYNTEST 

Princeton Ltd., will forward the proposal Wien a wetter “of 

introduction to the specified researcher. 

e "Step 4... The Laboratony ana the United States researcher 

develop a joint research proposal for funding by the National 

Science Foundation. 

ef Step 5. )An. appli eation, for, Cooperation in Applied Science 

and Technology (CAST) 1992/1993 travel funds for a one to two 

week visit is filed with the National Research Council. 

* "Step. 6. "Upon receipt of funds for travel, the Joint 

research proposal finalized and submitteds (ore funding wy che 

National Science Foundation. 

e Step 7. Funding is received and the research commences. 

e. (Step Sus UponpsreceipE .ot notices oe fLunagindg se cie VU. . 

university files for special grant of U.S. SOP AU.O0".. O10» BOT 

supplies and equipment for the Association Laboratory. 

PROGRAM 2. American Chemical Society Journal 

In meeting with representatives of the American Chemical 

Society in Washington D.C., SYNTEST Ltd. has developed a proposal 

under which the American Chemical Society will provide up to 50 

free subscriptions for ACS scientific journals to the post-Soviet 

republuves-. 

The objective of the proposal is to assist the American 

Chemical Society in making its publications accessible to the 

greatest number of chemists in the post-Soviet republics during 

this time of hard currency shortages. 

Under this proposal, representatives of SYNTEST iC chic 

Academy of Science of Russia and the Moscow Central Library will 

develop a list of centralized GeEpOSsiLoriess oO recerve the, 50 

Ssubseriptzons:. 
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PROGRAM 3. Therapeutic Classes 

In discussion with scientists in the leading international 

pharmaceutical companies, SYNTEST Ltd., has identified a strong 

interest in new compounds targeted for use in specific therapeutic 

elasses. 
SYNTEST Ltd., has begun to organize a Series, Of sScrentilte 

study groups composed of members of Association Laboratories to 

identify new scientific directions in developing compounds targeted 

for use in these specific therapeutic classes. 

SCIENTIFIC TRAINING 

PROGRAM 1. World Learning Inc. 

In discussions with the congressional staff of U.S. Senator 

Bill Bradley, SYNTEST Ltd. learned of a new program to be funded by 

the Usseegovernment.Go bring several hundred pre- and post-doctoral 

scientist to the United States for scientific Gia Mameiapat Wcw:. 

Universities. 

CUNPRATM aad as Us Sem OriLce,, onl Mot Princeton Ltd. Has “seen 

following this new program closely and currently is working closely 

with World Learning Inc which will be involved in implementing this 

new program. Our objective is to insure that outstanding young 

chemists in Association Laboratories will have an opportunity under 

this program to study in leading U.S. Universicies. 

PROGRAM 2. National Research Council Seientitic® frave! Pueguam 

Funds have been identified for post-Soviet scientists to 

lecture or study in the United States for periods ranging from six 

months to one year. However, these funds can only be used to 

finance invitations from United States Univereieles. They vars ner 

available for travel to scientific meetings. 

Should any Association scientists receive an invitation to 

teach or study in the United States, please ccontact The oYNTES? 

Ltd. Core Node in Chernogolovka for more Geta ceabout mciiats 

program. 

PROGRAM 3. SABIT 

The United States Department of Commerce has a small program 

to bring a limited number of scientific managers to the United 

States for training at U.S. companies in the management and 

administration of commerical scientific research. Fluency in 

spoken and written English is required to participate in this 

program. Applications are available for SYNTEST Ltd. Core Node in 

Chernogolovka. 
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FUNDING 

PROGRAM 1. SVN SIP iin: Glee talkomeanl: 

SYNTEST Ltd. represents Association members in licensing the 

intellectual ‘property rights to compounds synthesized in 
Association Laboratories. The key features of this program are: 

@ SYNTEST “Ltd. -does not sell the compounds “outright but 
licenses the intellectual property rights to the compound for 

screening, evaluation and commerical development. 

© For “those compounds of continuing interest to 
pharmacetticalsor “agricultural scorporauions, SYNURST Mira. 
negotiates additional progress payment which are distributed 
OrASSOCHA EEO GaloOlgateoinles= 

e Corporations are encouraged to seek additional quantities 
of compounds, custom synthesis of analogues and contract 

research in alternate routes of synthesis from the Association 
Laboratory that initially synthesized the compound. 

© Corporations are encouraged to invite Association 
SCHeme tot Sa tOimmse i eliteiaielC my acnne SmaI CcllceNnic sme mi sr 

e Data on the results of screening by the corporation must be 

Provided -Le: -SYNTEST Litas 

e In the event a patent is filed, the original synthesizing 
chemist must be listed as the inventor. 

PROGRAM 2. Requested Synthesis A 

SYNTEST tel represents Association Laboratories in 
identifying and negotiating contracts for requested synthesis. 

Bysmaintaining ajoLfice ian the Unpted States, SYNTEST Lid. is 

in agestrong, position Co regularly gcontact pharmaceutical, and 
agricultural companies about the custom synthesis by Association 
Laboratories. 

By maintaining a Core Node in Chernogolovka, SYNTEST Ltd. can 
communicate, co-ordinate and provide quality control for contracts 
for synthesis from many different corporations. 

By representing over 6000 chemists in over 300 laboratories, 
SYNTEST Ltd. can develop a reputation as a reliable source of high 
quality custom synthesis with capabilities in the synthesis of a 
extremely wide range of biologically active organic compounds. 
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PROGRAM 3. Requested Synthesis B 

SYNTEST Ltd. represents Association Laboratories in the sales 
of high-value biologically active organic compounds to major 
distributors such as Sigma-Aldrich in the United States and Janssen 
Chimica in Belgium. 

PROGRAM 4. Requested Synthesis C 

SYNTEST Lids. fundsy the synthesis’ of news compounds iwintch wilt 
be licensed under SYNTEST International. (PROGRAM 1) 

PROGRAM 5. USPEX 

SYNGE Sia liter. has developed a relationship with U.S. 

Pharmaceutical Explorations IEG s Eo develop and license 

pharmaceutical compounds under clinical development in the post- 
Soviet Republics to U.S. and Japanese Pharmaceutical companies. 

Moke CicS jel Glisieeihe jowoOcrecuns Cig GNANMUASMP Ibierel. Additional 

programs of value to Association Laboratories are continually being 
developed. 

SUITE PNEI IBSES, UVNEMKOIRS SUGUMIC MUNOS SNONGENSIE IEABOYS  SlUKCCIAS SiN Gil, « 

1 wk Voluntary Associaton tommsclentimuc COosOperatson, which 
is responsive to the needs of its Associated Laboratories. 

D GN eagerOCUSmrOnmEheCmlseSeaicch mG lmigecct lO} EE SCHve niedat ne 

training@rand sgunding “needs of laberatories? anvolved Gin “the 
synthesis of biologically active compounds for pharmaceutical and 
agricultural discovery research. 

3.» SA network,ot “over 6000 thighiy trained synthetic organic 
Chemists in over 300 laboratories in the 15 post-Soviet republics. 

4. An OLGaniZation Of) .8. requonals Consontia, and 662 | co- 
coordinators. 

aye A Core Node in Chernogolovka which provides rapid and 
effective communication, Scientific and commercial co-ordination 
and overalls quality ‘control of Association, activities: 

6. A *permanenty USS sotiice-  SoyYNTEST —princeton Ltda, (to 

represent the Associations! scientific and commercial interests in 
the United States and Japan. 
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We welcome your Laboratory's membership in SYNTEST Ltd. and 
participations ineats programe: 

Sincerely, 

a 
ae 

jee 
i 

OW aC. wHyer 
Vice President 
SONU S eee ital Get Orem cie 






